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Chapter 921 Level 300 

Less than five minutes after the players went offline, various reports were sent from all the Black Star 

Army bases to Han Xiao. This was not the first time such a situation had occurred for the various officers, 

and although there were still some who found the matter strange, there was not a huge commotion. 

To the outsiders, the disappearance of the players did not have any pattern, and only Han Xiao, who also 

had the player interface, could accurately grasp the time. 

Version 3.0 was the true uprising of the Black Star Army in terms of manpower, strength, and status. 

Before the end of Version 2.0, the Black Star Army only had twenty-three bases, a few thousand 

battleships, and almost two hundred million Enas in savings. But now, their scale was at least a thousand 

times larger! 

This was sufficient to prove just how great the benefits he had during the current version. He had 

managed to grasp all the opportunities that presented themselves to him. Advancing into the Beyond 

Grade A was like a carp leaping through the dragon gate. 

With the current scale of the Black Star Army, although the players going offline would affect the 

employment missions of the army, it would not stop the ordinary operations of the army from 

operating. 

Advertisement 

“The version update this time will take twenty-three years, and the Flickering World will be in the fourth 

phase of development by then…” 

Han Xiao leaned back on his chair. 

To a civilization, a few decades was a short amount of time, just one or two generations. Without any 

outside interference, this amount of time was not enough to cause a huge change. 

When all their questions could be answered and they no longer needed to fumble around in the dark for 

research, the Black Spirit Race would definitely be able to go from a native civilization to a galactic 

civilization in a short few decades for sure. 

Advertisement 

Intervening in the development of low-grade civilizations went against the Treaty of Cosmic Civilizations. 

On the surface, this was to restrict the development of the low-grade civilizations, but in truth, it was to 

reduce the conflict between galactic civilizations. 

However, it was still the same logic. Regardless of how good a rule was, the rules could be bent 

depending on the individual bending it. With Han Xiao’s current status, as long as he did not go too far, 

no one would care about such a small thing. Furthermore, the Black Spirit Race was a race that 

worshipped him, so no one would attack him because of this matter. As long as he had his own territory, 

no one would bother him about such matters. 

Han Xiao then took out his communicator and called the dynasty. 



“Your Excellency Black Star, do you need something?” 

“Of course. If not, why would I bother calling you/” Han Xiao then went straight to the point. “How 

much longer will it take for the first exploration phase to end? You said that it would be finished very 

soon two years ago, and the star maps of the three Star Clusters have already been perfected. When will 

the upper echelons of the dynasty announce the completion of the first phase?” 

“I am not too sure about the exact time, but it should be this year at the latest.” 

“Inform me if you have any news.” 

“Don’t worry, chief commander Tarrokov will definitely inform you beforehand.” 

Right at this moment, the other party paused for a while, and his voice became solemn. 
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“Right, I also have something to tell you. The Blood Gold Organization ignored the dynasty’s warning and 

didn’t stop robbing the Evolutionary Totem. Our allies are grumbling because of this matter.” 

Han Xiao was surprised and said, “It seems like they’ve found a backer.” 

“Er, it is more accurate to say that a backer found them. The Federation of Light provided them with 

protection and got them to hide in the Abyss of Stars. They can then manage their subordinates 

remotely and continue accepting employment missions.” 

Federation of Light? Indeed, they can’t help but target the Evolutionary Totem. Han Xiao’s eyes 

narrowed. The interference of a Universal Civilization was not out of his expectations. The Federation of 

Light would never allow the dynasty to monopolize an item of such strategic importance. 

The Federation of Light’s plan was still unknown, and Han Xiao believed that the Federation of Light 

would not stop at conducting robberies. Such a small amount was not enough to satisfy their needs, and 

there must be a bigger scheme behind it all. They would most likely attempt to force the dynasty to 

open the rights to sell the Evolutionary Totem. 

In this regard, the Federation of Light did not have any conflicts with him. Han Xiao also wished to 

expand his operations. 

However, the method to craft the totems had been grasped by many organizations, and the other party 

might also attempt to seize his Evolution Cube. Still, the probability of this happening was small. 

The memory of the Arcane Church failing miserably was still fresh, and now that the technological skill 

for the totem had been exposed, the dynasty would definitely place a larger importance on the 

Evolution Cube. If it was not necessary, no one would risk starting a war with the dynasty to snatch the 

Evolution Cube. The losses would exceed the gains. But despite all this, he still had to keep his guard up. 

“What is the reaction of the dynasty?” 

“The upper echelons guessed that something like this would happen and made plenty of preparations in 

secret. Although the dynasty will help you to endure most of the pressure, you will still face some risks 

yourself. The upper echelons recommend you stay in the dynasty’s territory and operate through your 



machines. Even if the Federation of Light has the Multi-Dimensional Sky Opening Transportation Device, 

they won’t dare teleport into the dynasty’s territory.” 

“I would be safer indeed, but I cannot stay in the Central Galaxy forever. That would be no different 

from being imprisoned.” Han Xiao sighed helplessly. 

As long as he did not hand over the Evolution Cube, he would always have to face such a dilemma. Profit 

would always come with risk, and if he wanted to settle this point thoroughly, he needed to let the 

entire universe recognize that the Evolution Cube belonged to him. His own strength was a factor, and 

the dynasty opening the rights to sell the totem was another factor. 

Sigh, the Federation of Light is forcing me to be their spokesman… 

“Thank you for your reminder. I will consider the matter.” Han Xiao shook his head and hung up. 

After sitting down for a while more, he then went to the training room and opened up his interface. 

With the players offline, the experience which he had stored up will be the basis for him to increase his 

strength. Han Xiao had accumulated a large amount of experience over the past two years, and it was 

enough for him to reach level three hundred. 

Since he was not able to influence the dynasty, all he could do was increase his strength. 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

Han Xiao let out a deep breath and channeled his experience to leveling up. 

_____________________ 

[Lord Mechanic] leveled up to Lv.21. 

+360 Energy, +5 STR, +5DEX, +12 END, +15 INT. 

You have received 12 Free Attribute Points and 1 Potential Point. 

… 

Lord Mechanic] leveled up to Lv.40 (max). 

+360 Energy, +5 STR, +5DEX, +12 END, +15 INT. 

You have received 12 Free Attribute Points and 1 Potential Point. 

_____________________ 

Han Xiao’s level went from 280 to 300, and his body surged with energy. 

At his current level, the amount of experience needed to level up would only snowball. Without a way to 

accumulate experience, choosing to level up further was not the best option. 

Han Xiao placed all his Free Attribute Points into Intelligence to increase his damage and looked at the 

notifications on the interface. 

_____________________ 



You have reached the upper limit of your Main Class. You have triggered Class Advancement Mission: 

[Erudite] 

[Erudite]: Have 30 Class Knowledges reaching Lv.5 with at least 3 being Ultimate Knowledges. The 

strength of a Mechanic comes from their knowledge, and a Mechanic can only reach higher heights with 

a stable foundation. 

You have reached Lv.300. You have triggered a Promotion Mission: [Abundant Energy]! 

[Abundant Energy]: Reach Lv.19 in your energy level. Energy will always be required to support strength. 

_____________________ 

“These two missions don’t seem too bad.” Han Xiao raised his brows. 

Compared to the challenge-type missions, Han Xiao preferred the missions that had a requirement on 

his attributes. He was already planning to increase his Class Knowledge, and the [Erudite] mission came 

at the right time. 

[Abundant Energy] required his energy level to be at Lv.19, which was 120,000 energy points. Han Xiao 

had always been training [Radiation Absorption], and together with his gains from leveling up twenty 

times, his energy level had just passed 100,000 points and had reached Lv.18. He was only about 20,000 

points away from the requirement. 

The energy points of most Beyond Grade As were above 100,000, so Han Xiao’s energy level was 

relatively low. If not for his special energy regeneration tactic, his energy level would definitely be lower. 

Since he could not level up, he needed plenty of energy training manuals to fill this gap. Although the 

requirement was harsh, energy was an important attribute, and there would be no disadvantage for him 

to complete this mission. 

However, despite thinking that way, Han Xiao still opened the Random Reward page. 

During this period of time, Han Xiao had gotten his mechanical army to perform plenty of missions on 

the outside and accumulated a few Random Reward opportunities. There were more than twenty 

chances for him to use. 

“I hope that a Mission Completion Card will come out…” Han Xiao prayed. 

Even Feidin’s luck was not useful to help him this time. Luck would help him to increase the chance of a 

high value item appearing, but the Mission Completion Card was considered a worthless item to even 

the players, and high Luck would reduce his chance of drawing it. 

Without any hesitation, Han Xiao immediately started drawing rewards. 

After finishing all his Random Reward chances, over half were common items. Apart from that, there 

were three Potential Points, three low grade skills, one foundation talent, one empty Character Summon 

Card, one ability enhancement card, one double experience card… and two Mission Completion Cards. 

He only got two of them in over twenty draws. Han Xiao truly did not know if this was his good or bad 

luck. 



The two Mission Completion Cards would be able to allow him to complete the missions immediately, 

but after thinking for a while, Han Xiao did not plan on using the Mission Completion Cards now as he 

felt that it was not worth it. 

“This thing is too damn difficult to get. Since these two missions aren’t that difficult, I should save these 

Mission Completion Cards for the future,” Han Xiao mumbled to himself. 

[Erudite] was not difficult at all, and he had already planned to increase the level of his knowledge. 

Although the requirements for [Abundant Energy] was harsh, he only needed to put in some effort to 

complete it. 

He could still afford to wait for a short while and kept the two Mission Completion Cards for a rainy day. 

It would truly be a loss if he wasted these two ‘precious’ Mission Completion Cards. 

Han Xiao then looked through his attributes. Because he did not finish his Promotion and Class 

Advancement missions, his Attribute Points and Potential Points had only increased slightly. 

Chapter 922 Meeting 

Han Xiao opened his Profession tree for a look. The current maxed Lv.5 knowledge did not reach the 

required thirty to give him the title of [Erudite], but he was close to it, just requiring him to raise a few 

lower-tiered knowledges. The problem was having an Ultimate Knowledge of each of the three branches 

maxed out. 

Another important source for potential points would be to reach max level for his skills, but the upgrade 

cost would increase exponentially with the character level and sum of all skill levels. For a non-related 

branch Ultimate Knowledge, it would require roughly 120 Potential Points to upgrade from Lv.0 to Lv.5. 

It was also impractical for Han Xiao to suppress his level. Even with all the experience he had saved up 

currently, it would not be enough to bring his Ultimate Knowledge to max level. 

After thinking for a while, he decided to instead upgrade [Eternal Power Source], [Virtual Creator], and 

another from the Control Branch to the max level, as these three Ultimate Knowledges did not suffer 

from any experience penalties. 

He directly opened the skills tab and invested some experience to upgrade his blueprint skills. After 

reaching the required amount of Potential Points, he immediately used them up, maxing out [Virtual 

Creator] and [Eternal Power Source]. 

Advertisement 

His last required Ultimate Knowledge of the Control Branch had not been learned. While he had 

sufficient Contribution Points, in order to maintain the effect of his political assets, he needed to 

preserve at least six thousand points, keeping his relationship with the dynasty at [Reverence]. Thus, he 

could only wait until he reached twelve thousand Contribution Points to exchange for the Ultimate 

Knowledge. He was still lacking around three or four thousand. 

After completing his operation of upgrading and learning skills, his reserve experience shrank greatly. 

During Version 2.0, Han Xiao’s stored experience was only enough for him to increase from Level 170 to 

207. In Version 3.0, due to the larger number of Black Star Army faction players, which allowed him to 



sell more of his products and grant higher rewards for missions, Han Xiao’s current experience reserve 

far outstripped Version 2.0. 

But no matter how much he had, it was still finite. The cost of upgrading at this stage was much greater 

than that of the lower level, and he also needed to reserve a certain amount of experience to gamble on 

blueprints and improve strength training. 

Advertisement 

Han Xiao then entered the quantum network, ordering Phillip to purchase Energy Training Techniques in 

large quantities. With the current finances of the Army, this was a small matter and did not require him 

to worry about it himself. 

Following this, Han Xiao collected his gains in the random reward. The two low-level skills drawn were 

relatively ineffective, but the foundation talent was not bad. It was called [Brain Enhancement], and the 

effect was an increased four percent Intelligence. At his current level, it would grant hundreds of 

Intelligence points, and since Intelligence was the core attribute for a Mechanic, there was some value 

in it. 

Other than this, the more useful ones included a blank Character Summon Card as well as an ability 

enhancement card. 

He had drawn one ability enhancement card long ago, and it had been sitting in his interface without 

him touching it. With this new card, he now had two. 

Han Xiao scanned his skill bar as he muttered, “What should I enhance?” 

Profession skills would not be able to trigger any skill mutations and could only be strengthened based 

on its basic values. At present, Han Xiao’s combat ability was quite well rounded, so it seemed like he 

could use it to strengthen any skill. 

After thinking for a while, he decided to use it for the skill [Gene Liberation]. This explosive ability was 

still useful, and strengthening it would be no loss. 

_____________________ 

Activating Ability Enhancement Card, target: [Gene Liberation Lv.10], undergoing enhancement… 

Advertisement 

Enhancement completed. [Gene Liberation Lv10]’s effect has been upgraded. 

_____________________ 

There was no mutation, but Han Xiao was not surprised. [Gene Liberation] was already the mutated 

form of [Flaming Will], and in the past, there was a crazy guy who tried continuously enhancing only one 

skill, and he found out that the use of the enhancement card greatly dropped with each consecutive try. 

The success rate for the first time was twenty percent, followed by five percent, and a third time would 

be one percent. 



The interface showed that [Gene Liberation]’s minimum damage bonus had increased from 220% to 

240%, while the maximum increased from 480% to 520%. The continuous effect was upgraded from 2 to 

2.4 seconds, while the cooldown reduced from seven minutes to six minutes and twenty seconds. The 

passive trigger was upped from 20% to 28%. Overall, it was an acceptable strengthening. 

There was still one Ability Enhancement Card left over. After looking at it for a long time, Han Xiao 

decided that he had no other abilities worth increasing now and decided to leave it. 

Players could also draw Ability Enhancement Cards, and the enhancement effect applied the same way. 

The more used, the higher the chance of transforming qualitatively. If one could increase the -90% Luck 

for the Luck Curse to -100%… 

All card items such as the Character Summon Card or Ability Enhancement cards were character bound 

and could not be traded. Thus, the temporary character cards obtained through his juice extraction 

would be so sought after. If it was not for that, Han Xiao would have assigned a mission long ago to 

amass Character Summon Cards. 

After finishing what he needed to do, Han Xiao closed the interface and left the training room. On the 

way, he took out his communicator and contacted Sylvia. 

“How goes the preparation for the party?” 

“The official time for the party has been set to be in a month, and it’s already arranged. By the way, I 

was paying attention to the trends of Bloodshed Land, and it seems like the Tyrant’s Party held this year 

has been adjusted to the same time as ours.” 

Han Xiao let out a peal of laughter. “Little Ty-Ty is not very happy, I see.” 

“If I were the Tyrant, I would be angry too.” Sylvia did not reply very nicely to him. 

“There’s no rule saying that only he can hold a party. After all, we’re not good friends, so why would I 

care about what he thinks?” Han Xiao stroked his chin. 

Sylvia lightly snorted and no longer bothered judging him. She instead continued speaking. “The number 

of Evolutionary Totem collaborators has increased, and there are more representatives attending this 

party, many of whom hail from different star fields. There are 11 Star Cluster civilization representatives 

and 413 Star System civilization representatives, which includes the Beyond Grade A allies that are 

friends with you.” 

“Not bad, the business scope widened.” Han Xiao nodded. 

Had the dynasty completely opened up his Evolutionary Totem trade, there would have been god knew 

how many times more organizations approaching him. 

“Remember to provide good hospitality for the guests. Don’t neglect them.” 

After casually leaving some instructions, Han Xiao hung up. 

The follow-up plan needed to be started after the dynasty had divided the territories, so he could only 

make preparations for the time being. 



… 

A month passed by in a flash, and the day for the Black Star’s Party came as scheduled. 

There were already precedents to this party, so the officers like Sylvia were familiar with the process as 

well as the routes their guests used to travel over. 

Han Xiao also had to meet with the VIPs in person before the actual party and invited the local 

representatives of the Shattered Star Ring to gather. 

“Haha, Black Star, long time no see.” 

The representative of the Purple Crystal Civilization was the first to arrive and walked in laughing 

heartily. Han Xiao also smiled, walking forward to give him a hug. 

The two of them were old friends. During the time when Han Xiao was still a Calamity Grade, he had 

borrowed the opportunity of the secret war to develop himself. While he was now allied with the 

Crimson Dynasty, he had always maintained a good relationship with the Purple Crystal Civilization. 

The Purple Crystal Civilization maintained its neutrality and did not express their enthusiasm for the 

dynasty. Only because of Han Xiao’s request were they able to purchase the Evolutionary Totem. Thus, 

they were the only non-dynasty-ally customer of Han Xiao. The Purple Crystal Civilization also attached 

great importance to their Beyond Grade A supporting them, so both sides were harmonious. 

Both of them sat down and started to chat. Ralph could not help reminiscing. 

“Just now, when I was outside, I saw a lot of other representatives in the Star Field. In just a few years, 

your organization has changed so drastically.” 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

“There was some luck involved.” Han Xiao smiled. 

Ralph shook his head as though sighing. 

A few years ago, the Black Star Army had been but a small armed organization that cooperated with the 

Purple Crystal Civilization. Over a few years, they had transformed into a behemoth that hundreds of 

civilizations now valued. 

Even their Purple Crystal Civilization did not have such influence. 

Looking at the small shrimp that once needed their support become a behemoth today, Ralph’s mood 

was a bit complicated. 

After chatting for a while longer, the other representatives of the six Star Cluster level Civilizations in the 

Shattered Star Ring arrived. Now, there was no star cluster civilization that dared not give Han Xiao face. 

Even the neighboring Klent Kingdom also sent people to participate this time. 

Seeing his old opponent, Ralph’s brows raised, and he joked, “Hey, why did the Klent Kingdom come 

too? I thought the Tyrant’s Party is being held around this time this year. Aren’t you afraid Heber will be 

unhappy?” 



“Humph, there are other colleagues of mine that will go to the Tyrant’s side.” The Klent representative 

snorted. 

The grudges of the secret war had not disappeared, but because of their interests, Klent could only 

wrinkle their noses and come to please Han Xiao. While they both were allies of the dynasty, if Black 

Star did not wish to sell the Evolutionary Totem to Klent, he could choose not to do so. 

These seven Star Cluster level civilizations controlled the entire Shattered Star Ring, and Han Xiao had 

various business dealings with them. His network and influence could even be considered stronger than 

Heber’s, as people who attended Heber’s party did so to give him face; however, those who attended 

Han Xiao’s party all were connected by benefits, which meant a deeper level of relationship. 

Just as Han Xiao was chatting with them, his communicator vibrated. It was a message from Sylvia. 

“Teacher, Sorokin has arrived.” 

Han Xiao told Sylvia to observe Sorokin. His eyes flashed, and he flashed a smile toward the other 

representatives. 

“Gentlemen, excuse me for a moment.” 

… 

Sorokin’s fleet docked at the pier, attracting a lot of attention. 

The Limitless Financial Group’s name had been heard by almost all the representatives of these 

civilizations, but after a few glances, they withdrew their gazes. 

The Black Star Army was also a Beyond Grade A force and was allied to the dynasty. It was not surprising 

that the Limitless Financial Group had also arrived. 

Sorokin got off the spaceship and saw their behavior. His eyes narrowed slightly, and he had a clearer 

understanding of the power of the Black Star Army. 

While the partners of the army might not compare to those of the Limitless Financial Group, they still 

had a lot of say in the Shattered Star Ring. 

This moment, Feidin, who was waiting by the side, came up with a smile. 

“I’m a Black Star Guard, Feidin. I’m here to welcome the distinguished guests from the Limitless 

Financial Group to the Black Star Army. Your Excellency Sorokin, Black Star is waiting to meet with you.” 

Hearing this, Sorokin withdrew his gaze and focused on Feidin. His breath caught suddenly, as confusion 

flashed across his eyes. He asked, “Are you… male or female?” 

“I guess you could say both.” Feidin warmly smiled and added, “But mostly male.” 

“Oh… I understand.” Sorokin coughed lightly. “Please lead the way. I’m also looking forward to seeing 

Black Star.” 

The group left the dock and proceeded to another reception room. 



Along the way, Sorokin glanced left and right, observing the situation of the Black Star Army, and could 

not help but say, “I heard that the Black Star Army has a unique Immortals troop. I wanted to see them 

during my trip here, but it seems like none of them are here?” 

Feidin smiled. “Oh, you really came at the wrong time. They are not present.” 

“… Oh, so that’s the case.” Sorokin’s mouth twitched. 

A month ago, not long after he reached the Shattered Star Ring, he received news from his side that all 

the Immortals in his financial group had disappeared. Sorokin thought that it was a standalone case, but 

it seemed that Black Star Army’s group had also disappeared. 

Indeed, no matter how far it is, the Immortals seemed to be linked… 

Sorokin had always been observing the players, but he was unable to tell the circumstances behind their 

disappearances and could only admit that he was unlucky. 

His idea of coming into contact with the Immortals here was wasted. 

Arriving in the reception room, Sorokin sat for a while before the door opened, and Han Xiao walked 

over. 

“How do you do? I’m Sorokin from the Limitless Financial Group. I’m honored to meet with the man 

who captured EsGod.” Sorokin smiled slightly, displaying nothing out of the ordinary. 

“It is also my honor to meet you. Please, take a seat.” Han Xiao shook hands with him as well. 

They sat down, and Sorokin smiled as he spoke. 

“While I’m based in the distant Sea of Star Spirits, I’ve often heard about the deeds of Black Star. A long 

time ago, I was already thinking of cooperating. There is a business opportunity, so I came with sincerity 

and hope that our first contact today would be a good start for the future cooperation between the two 

parties.” 

“… I hope the same.” 

Han Xiao raised his brows, with a smile that was unlike a smile on his face. 

First time in contact? You piece of sh*t. If not for the fact that I know you so well, I would really think 

that you’re such a sincere person… 

In his previous life, the players did not have much information on Sorokin. In the eyes of the players, he 

was a Beyond Grade A without much sense of existence. He had no outstanding records at the Beyond 

Grade A. 

Han Xiao had recently asked his friends in the Beyond Grade A circles and found out that Sorokin had 

never fought with any of his peers before. They mentioned that his combat power was not strong, and 

the ‘Beyond Grade A’ was used more as an identity to facilitate business negotiations. 

Combining all the various accounts, Sorokin seemed to be a freak that deviated from all the normal 

Beyond Grade A evaluations. Compared to the others, his business attributes were far stronger. 



However, those who could become Beyond Grade A would have experienced various difficulties and 

obstacles. Without strong mental will, it was impossible to get to Beyond Grade A. Han Xiao felt that 

Sorokin might not be as simple as he seemed on the surface. 

Because there was limited information, he could only understand the opponent’s personality through 

personal contact. 

Han Xiao’s mind was racing. 

It’ll be best to find a method to poke him and force out all the combat information… 

Chapter 923 Old Fox and Lobbyists 

Even as he thought about Sorokin’s information, Han Xiao’s expression was normal, and he commented 

on Sorokin’s words with a voice full of interest. 

“How can we cooperate?” 

As he spoke, Sorokin smiled. “The Flickering World is a rare business opportunity. I heard that the 

Crimson Dynasty will divide the territory of its allies that participated in the exploration. When the new 

Star Field opens in the future, the Flickering World will be integrated into the universe, which will usher 

in a period of explosive development. The dynasty’s allies who sit on these sites will be the biggest 

winners, so we hope to invest heavily in the Black Star Army and build the site ahead of time with you. 

“The Limitless Financial Group invests in the entire universe and does not miss any business 

opportunities. Presumably, you know of our financial resources. Our help will make the construction 

more efficient.” 

“That’s right. The market value of the Limitless Financial Group… is indeed frightening. I do not doubt 

your capabilities.” Han Xiao nodded. 

Advertisement 

Many subsidiaries of the Limitless Financial Group had been listed on the Interstellar Stock Market in 

different regions. Their market value was transparent and open, easily checked, and the amount of Enas 

they possessed made people who were unaware of it think that Enas were some inferior currency. 

Resources were often gathered like this in the hands of a few. In the galactic age, the gap between the 

rich and poor was like the difference between a beast on a planet surface compared with a galactic 

resident. 

The development of the territory in the Flickering World would inevitably be supported by various 

financial groups. This was also a means of cost saving and cooperation. The Crimson Dynasty tacitly 

agreed that the allies could sign contracts with financial groups to develop the territory together. 

It sounded as though there was no problem, but this guy, Sorokin… Han Xiao did not show any changes 

in facial expression while evaluating the man before him. 

Advertisement 



Seeing that Black Star did not show any confirmation, Sorokin narrowed his eyes and continued 

speaking. “The Black Star Army is now a huge business and dominates the Shattered Star Ring. In terms 

of financial resources, it does not lose out to the first-tier financial groups due to its deep background 

and connections. With an extensive network, along with support from the dynasty, it will definitely 

attract countless galactic residents to invest. It is not difficult to multiple its market value.” 

“Your meaning is?” Han Xiao raised a brow. 

Sorokin smiled. “Our Limitless Financial Group has experience in this area. If the Black Star Army agrees, 

we are happy to help you…” 

“We can talk about this in the future.” Han Xiao cut in. This idea was the real essence of growing leeks, 

but it came with its own disadvantages, and he temporarily did not wish to dabble in this. 

Hearing this, Sorokin also put down this topic. He asked, “Then, what does Your Excellency Black Star 

think of my proposal?” 

Han Xiao thought about it before asking, “It’s not just myself that has a territory in the Flickering World. 

Based on normal circumstances, the financial groups will only move when the territory gets divided, so 

why are you guys approaching me for cooperation when everyone still has not chosen?” 

“Haha, I have inside information because I have contacts within the Crimson Dynasty. Even without 

these connections, thanks to your contributions in the battle of Planet Lighthouse and the Fall of EsGod, 

plus the Evolution Cube that is in your hands, the territory given to you by the dynasty will be the best. 

In this case, why should I hesitate?” 

Sorokin had a big smile on his face. 

There were no falsehoods in his words. Even if he had no relationship with the dynasty, the best choice 

would still be the Black Star Army. With Han Xiao’s current record and importance, everyone knew that 

the Black Star Army would be given the largest and best piece of meat. 

Advertisement 

A pity… 

“Is that so?” Han Xiao deeply looked at Sorokin. 

This guy’s words were sincere and aligned with their interests. He seemed like he sincerely wished to 

work with him… 

However, because of Sorokin’s involvement in the Gulal civil war, Han Xiao was already alert to him. He 

hesitated a while before asking, “If I agree to work with you, are you prepared to sign the contract 

now?” 

“That’s not the case.” Sorokin shook his head and chuckled. “I’m just here to reach a preliminary 

arrangement. The specific details can only be formed after the site is confirmed. Of course, the main 

reason I came over was because you insisted on me coming to attend Black Star’s Party. Such big 

business needs me to be here in person, and I also admire what you’ve done so far.” 

To say such flattering words so easily, there’s no air of a Beyond Grade A about him, Han Xiao thought. 



At this moment, Han Xiao thought of something and said, “Ok. Then I have no objections.” 

“Then, I wish our cooperation a success.” Sorokin laughed. 

Han Xiao did not laugh and changed the topic. “That’s right. I heard that the Limitless Financial Group 

has many Beyond Grade A shareholders, and there are even Ancient Ones among them, such as the 

Mechanic Emperor Manison and even allies from the dynasty.” 

“That’s right.” 

“The Limitless Financial Group trades its shareholder position for resources and protection, am I right?” 

“Yes.” 

“Oh, since you wish to cooperate, a verbal promise is unsuitable. In the future, since the Flickering 

World still has a long time ahead for development, if I become a shareholder of the Limitless Financial 

Group, then I can naturally cooperate fully with the financial group… I think that my name, Black Star, 

still has some weight in the universe. Your Excellency Sorokin, do you think that I have the qualifications 

for a shareholder position with my current status and resources?” 

Through the Gulal civil war, Han Xiao had discovered the Limitless Financial Group’s attempt to steal his 

‘food’, so he wished to break into the Limitless Financial Group and find out who was trying to snatch his 

rice bowl. 

“This…” Sorokin had an awkward expression. 

Han Xiao’s eyes gleamed, and he purposely deepened his voice. “Oh? It seems you think that I don’t 

have the qualifications.” 

“Of course not.” Sorokin shook his head, but he was laughing coldly to himself. 

I’m afraid you don’t have the qualifications. 

To want a shareholder position the first time we meet, your appetite is really big. It seems like your 

battle records have made you proud and reckless… 

While Sorokin thought this, he displayed a helpless expression on his face. 

“Your Excellency Black Star, you have the qualifications, but with the size of the Limitless Financial 

group, the shareholder position is not given out easily. Even if I’m willing, the others may not be willing, 

and there’s only one shareholder for each of the three Universal Civilizations. The dynasty already has 

someone occupying a seat… You understand what I mean.” 

“Ah, so it’s like that.” Han Xiao nodded. Another method for the three Universal Civilizations to keep 

each other in check. 

This reason seemed to be easy to use, with no way to figure out their thoughts. 

“If that’s the case, then let’s not talk about such things for now. No matter what, to be able to meet 

another Beyond Grade A today, I’m really happy.” Han Xiao glanced at Sorokin. “Are you interested in a 

spar?” 



“I’ll give it a miss. I’m not good at combat.” Sorokin waved his hands while laughing. 

“Haha, come on, a Beyond Grade A saying that they are not good at combat? You must be joking.” 

“I might be a Beyond Grade A, but I don’t like to fight and have not exchanged blows with anyone for a 

long time. My skills have long regressed, and besides, with Your Excellency Black Star’s renown in the 

universe, I admit that I will not be your opponent.” 

Saying this, Sorokin stood up and smiled. “If I’m not wrong, you still need to meet others, right? I’ve also 

just arrived and need to arrange my subordinates. Let’s stop here for the day. I’ll come and visit again 

tomorrow and chat more. How about that?” 

“Alright.” Hearing this, Han Xiao could only nod. The guest had come from afar, so he could not forcibly 

make Sorokin stay. 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

Sorokin smiled, and after exchanging communicator numbers, he left the room. 

After he left, Han Xiao frowned. 

“This guy has a seamless defense. If he doesn’t agree to spar, then I’ll need to think of another idea…” 

Sorokin was also a person of influence, and he came all the way to discuss a possibility of cooperation, 

so Han Xiao could not show any hatred. He did not know the intentions of the other party, and if he 

ended up antagonizing them, that would be bad. 

While Sorokin seemed very sincere on the surface, Han Xiao felt that the other party did not really want 

to work with him. 

Recalling their conversation previously, Han Xiao found it difficult to read Sorokin’s personality, as 

though he was wearing a mask the whole time. 

“I don’t even know what he’s thinking…” Han Xiao rubbed his temples, helplessly sighing. 

Conversing with such people was the most taxing. 

… 

This year, the Tyrant’s Party and Black Star’s Party were held at the same time. The civilizations of 

Shattered Star Ring could not afford to snub either one, so they also sent messengers to follow the 

habits of previous years to attend the Tyrant’s Party. 

On the top floor of the Bloodshed Land’s palace, Heber stood in front of a huge window. Outside the 

window was a black and gray fortress, as well as stars that spanned across the entire universe. His gaze 

was fixed toward the residences of the emissaries. 

In recent years, these messengers would take advantage of the time before the party to network with 

the others, but now, there was almost no movement from these emissaries. Most of them stayed within 

their rooms, and the hall appeared cold and deserted, like stagnant water. 



Because Black Star’s Party was livelier, the civilizations of the Shattered Star Ring all regarded Black 

Star’s Party as the main stage of communication, and the Tyrant’s Party was a secondary occasion. 

Matters to be discussed could be done on one side, and they did not need to move on the other. 

Right now, these people participated in Tyrant’s Party more as a way to show their face, rather than as a 

grand and lively occasion. 

“Humph, Black Star.” 

Heber’s expression was tense, and the fist behind him was clenched tight. 

At this point, his Chief Staff Officer Jorde walked in. Walking behind Heber, he whispered, “Your 

Excellency Heber, the emissary from the Limitless Financial Group has arrived. She’s waiting outside.” 

“Let her in.” Heber did not even turn back. 

A moment later, Lovell walked into the room. Gazing at the huge figure in front of the window, a wave 

of pressure assaulted her. 

She calmed her mind and whispered, “I greet Your Excellency Heber.” 

She was not even at the Calamity Grade and could not maintain the bearing her father Sorokin had in 

front of Han Xiao. 

“I heard the Limitless Financial Group wants to work with us.” Heber indifferently glanced at Lovell. 

“That’s right. It’s regarding the Flickering World. We…” 

“You wish to be an investor, right? Such small matters need not be discussed with me. You may look for 

the respective officer.” Heber withdrew his gaze, uninterested. 

Lovell gritted her teeth before taking out a letter. “His Excellency Sorokin tasked me with delivering this 

to you.” 

“Letter?” Heber’s brows furrowed. 

In this age where electronic communication was so convenient and efficient, a handwritten letter only 

meant that there was a need for secrecy. Heber was suspicious; he did not have any dealings with 

Sorokin, so why would the latter send him a letter? What did he mean? It was definitely not going to be 

a love letter. 

Heber then turned to face Lovell, and with a gesture, the letter landed in his hands. The moment he 

opened it, his pupils shrank, and his expression became solemn. 

“No wonder…” 

Heber waved his hands, and the letter turned to ash before disintegrating into atoms. He gazed at Jorde. 

“Leave for now.” 

Jorde was surprised, but he bowed and left, closing the door on his way out. 

With only two of them in the room, a ray of light flashed past Heber’s eyes, and energy rushed out, 

filling the room and isolating any external detection. 



“You guys wish for me to deal with the Black Star Army?” 

“That’s right.” Lovell nodded. 

“Humph, ridiculous!” Heber coldly replied. “While I have issues with Black Star, we’re still allies of the 

dynasty, and I can’t do anything about him. You’ve come to the wrong person.” 

Lovell took a deep breath. Recalling what Sorokin had taught her, she said, “Black Star has only been 

around for twenty years, but how many years have you already been in the Shattered Star Ring? Black 

Star came later, but his business is flourishing, and his influence has surpassed yours. Your Excellency, 

are you willing to watch this continue?” 

Heber’s expression was indifferent, but he did not refute. 

“As for your ally, the Crimson Dynasty, they have always been biased toward the Black Star Army. Have 

you thought about why that’s so…” 

Heber cut in. “He has the Evolution Cube, and I don’t have anything. It’s that simple.” 

“Yes!” Lovell’s voice rose a notch. “That’s the crux!” 

“Humph, so you want me to help you take his Evolution Cube?” Sarcasm laced Heber’s words. 

“Of course not. We just need to come out with a way to make him lose the Evolution Cube. There’s a 

difference between the two.” 

“Oh? What is that?” 

 “It’s almost impossible to rob, and the federation as well as the church will not rashly act. So, what we 

want is for Black Star to willingly give up his Evolution Cube.” 

Heber almost burst into laughter. “Pass the Evolution Cube to an outsider? Do you think Black Star is a 

fool? I understand that b*stard Black Star. It’s easier for your Limitless Financial Group to go bankrupt 

tomorrow than for him to pass over his Evolution Cube.” 

“No, I did not mean it that way. What if… we could make Black Star surrender the Evolution Cube to the 

dynasty?” Lovell replied. 

Heber narrowed his eyes, seemingly interested. 

“Go on.” 
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“The value of the Evolution Cube need not be emphasized. Today, this Universal Treasure coveted by all 

organizations is in the hands of Black Star, and its risk to the dynasty is huge. However, the Universal 

Civilizations will not force their Beyond Grade A allies to hand over their Universal Treasures, so while 

they acquiesce to Black Star’s ownership of the Evolution Cube, it does not mean that the dynasty will 

be at ease.” 

Heber nodded. “Indeed. Continue.” 



“Only when the Evolution Cube is held in the hands of the dynasty can the risk be eliminated. Although 

he came out victorious in the battle of Planet Lighthouse, it has also sounded an alarm within the 

dynasty. Rather than simply believing in Black Star’s strength, it’s always better to prevent such things 

from happening. The Multi-Dimensional Sky Opening Transportation Device of the Federation of Light 

will forever remain a threat. Think of what will happen if a group of Beyond Grade As suddenly raid the 

Black Star Army headquarters.” 

“If the federation could do it, they would have done so long ago.” Heber remained unmoved. 

“That’s right. If you take into account various factors, the Federation of Light will not take such a risk, so 

it takes a roundabout approach to put pressure on the dynasty and Black Star… But if all means fail, then 

the risk will only get higher.” 
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Heber neither agreed nor disagreed, only indifferently replying, “Even if there are external threats, 

Urranrell still attaches importance to Black Star. The dynasty will not force him, so the success rate of 

your plan can be ignored. I advise you to give up as soon as possible.” 

“We have to try,” Lovell insisted. “Black Star is close to the faction of the Ruler and has gained a lot of 

protection, but you also know that there are many factions inside the dynasty. Ever since the 

Evolutionary Totem appeared, there have been more cries to make Black Star turn in the Evolution 

Cube. Black Star’s refusal to settle in with the cube on the mother star also convinced more factions.” 

Heber frowned. “You seem to know a lot.” 

Hearing this, Lovell mysteriously smiled. “That’s because… I’m not just representing the federation and 

church by coming this time.” 
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“Hahaha…” Heber burst into laughter, and his tone was playful. “Your appetite is so big, to think you 

want to gobble up all three players. No wonder. I was doubting what you said, because if Black Star 

hands over the Evolution Cube, then the last chance for the federation and the church would also 

disappear. Turns out it’s actually like this…” 

Lovell smiled without answering, but inside, she secretly praised Sorokin’s courage. 

While Sorokin appeared to agree with the deal between the federation and the church, he secretly 

contacted a few of the factions within the dynasty to change the plan to suppress the Black Star Army, 

saying that he would make the Black Star Army willingly pass the Evolution Cube over to them. The 

second deal made it obvious that the Limitless Financial Group’s plan was to suppress Black Star. 

Not only did it leave him with a way to retreat, it also allowed him to reap the most benefits. Sorokin 

was not someone who listened to orders quietly; he had himself to think about. 

The scale the Limitless Financial Group had developed not just by profiteering from war. The battle at 

Planet Lighthouse had resulted in the market becoming volatile, which in turn affected the stocks of the 

Limitless Financial Group, causing them to eat quite a loss. 



In order to prevent such a situation from happening again, Sorokin would rather become a pacifist, 

completely removing the possibility of the Evolution Cube provoking a war by cutting off any chance for 

the other two civilizations to obtain the cube, solving the conflict between the three Universal 

Civilizations. 

If the Evolution Cube fell into the hands of the dynasty, it would eliminate any risk of turbulence in the 

universe. 

Thus, on the surface, he made a deal with the federation and the church, but he was actually thinking 

from the view of a third party. 

Lovell paused for a moment before speaking in a low voice. “The moment the dynasty obtains the 

Evolution Cube, they will also seize all the profits from the Evolutionary Totems. Black Star will thus be 

kicked out of the scene, and the dynasty can now increase the possibility of opening this purchase to the 

outside world so that they can pacify the growing pressure from the federation and the church. Since 

the latter two do not wish to take any risks if possible, completely severing their desires would be best.” 
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“Sorokin… this guy is interesting.” Heber narrowed his eyes. “So, after saying all that, the premise lies in 

Black Star surrendering the Evolution Cube. If it fails, these will all be empty words. What do you plan to 

do?” 

Hearing this, Lovell was happy. Heber asking for the details meant that he was interested. 

“Very simple, exert pressure on Black Star internally and externally so that he sees that there are greater 

benefits in handing over the cube rather than keeping it.” 

“Elaborate.” 

“In the battle of Planet Lighthouse, Black Star obtained huge battle records and shut the mouths of 

those that insisted he turn in the Evolution Cube, but the number of casualties in the battle for the 

dynasty were also high. As long as the dynasty continues to suffer losses due to the Evolutionary Totem, 

Black Star will encounter more pressure within the dynasty. Even Urranrell will not be able to suppress 

them all… but this part will be the work of the federation and the church, and I cannot disclose more.” 

“What about the external side?” 

“We have to target Black Star Army, so we require your help.” 

“If you want me to betray the dynasty, then we can stop here.” 

Lovell smiled. “Rest assured, there is no harm done to you. Even if we do not particularly aim at the 

Black Star Army, the Bloodshed Land will still benefit from it.” 

“What should we do?” 

“Simple, my Limitless Financial Group will first come out with the investments to support the Bloodshed 

Land and recapture those business markets that the Black Star Army has taken from you. This will 

suppress his business. While developing your site in the Flickering World, we will use our influence in the 

dynasty for you to obtain a better site. 



“Since you also belong to the dynasty, it is nothing but legitimate commercial competition. Thus, the 

dynasty will not have any issues. The strength of my Limitless Financial Group is also clear to Your 

Excellency. With our capital injection, regardless of success or failure, the Bloodshed Land will not make 

any losses.” 

Hearing this, Heber closed his eyes and thought hard. After a few seconds, he reopened them as he 

lightly replied, “Ok. I agree.” 

Lovell breathed out in relief, her taut mental state relaxing. “In this entire deal, only Black Star will lose 

out, but for universal peace, he can only be wronged.” 

“Universal peace, huh…” Heber sneered to himself, but he did not show any expression as he said, “With 

the Federation of Light, Arcane Church, the Crimson Dynasty, and my Bloodshed Land, humph, the 

Limitless Financial Group is really making some big moves. This is akin to an anti-Black Star alliance.” 

“This is just business, and there are no personal grudges within.” Lovell smiled without minding it. “I just 

hope that he will recognize this point. Besides, he will still receive compensation from the dynasty.” 

Heber inwardly curled his lips. While he did not like Black Star, knowing his character, the probability of 

him compromising was infinitely close to zero, and that guy’s ability to resist pressure was terribly 

strong. Even if Lovell could upend everything, their plan still might not work. 

However… his Bloodshed Land did not stand to lose out. Heber was willing to cooperate with the 

Limitless Financial Group to develop himself, unwilling to sit back and watch Han Xiao throw him further 

and further away. 

… 

The next day, in the Black Star Army headquarters, there were still a few days before the actual party. 

Thus, many guests were walking with each other and expanding their social networks, a lively scene. 

Han Xiao visited Sorokin early in the morning and invited him to visit the headquarters of the Army. 

Sorokin readily accepted. 

The two hung around the headquarters chatting, and Han Xiao once again made a request to spar but 

was rejected firmly. Han Xiao was a little helpless. 

The other party just kept admitting defeat, without a single hint of a strong mindset. 

Just as Han Xiao was hesitating, Sorokin suddenly seemed to think of something. 

“I heard that Aesop is over here.” 
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Han Xiao’s brows rose. “You know that d*mned… cough, that old man?” 

“In the past, when he was part of the Ancient Ones, I met him a few times. I also invited him to join the 

Limitless Financial Group but was rejected.” Sorokin shook his head. 

Aesop, that old man, was really a social butterfly. To think that people recognize him everywhere he 

goes… Han Xiao’s mouth twitched. 



“That’s right. I also seem to have heard that you and Ames are a couple.” 

Han Xiao froze. “Now where did you hear that?” 

“The rumor is being spread everywhere, and I just happened to chance across it.” Sorokin sighed. “The 

union between two Beyond Grade As is just too rare. I don’t even remember who the previous couple 

was.” 

“The head of the Limitless Financial Group actually has time to pay attention to gossip, huh?” Han Xiao 

helplessly shook his head. 

“It’s precisely because I’m the leader that I need to pay attention. Sometimes, business opportunities 

can be hidden within.” Sorokin smiled. 

Han Xiao thought a bit and decided to probe further. “If I’m not wrong, you seem to be the successor to 

the group and not the original owner of the financial group, right?” 

“Yes.” 

“There are few records of you in the Universe, so I’m a little curious about your experiences before you 

became a Beyond Grade A.” 

“Haha, are you so curious about my childhood?” Sorokin laughed. 

In the eyes of many Beyond Grade As, their lives before they reached their current realms were as good 

as their childhood years. 

“I’m just curious.” Han Xiao waved his hands. 

“That was a long time ago. Be it training or combat, there’s nothing really worth talking about.” Sorokin 

shook his head and changed the topic. “I wonder, do you have any ambitions, Your Excellency?” 

“Ambitions? Does universal peace count?” Han Xiao cracked a joke. 

“What a coincidence, me too.” Sorokin laughed. 

As they continued to chat, Han Xiao split his consciousness and slipped into the quantum network, 

hacking into Aesop’s communicator. 

An old face surfaced in his field of vision within the quantum network, obviously frightened out of his 

wits. 

“Black Star, I’m watching a show now. Why did you hack into my communicator‽” 

“Old man, I have something to ask you. Do you know Sorokin?” 

Aesop stopped before suspiciously saying, “I do. Why are you mentioning him?” 

“He’s beside me now, and I’m quite curious about this guy. What was he like when you met him in the 

past?” 



Hearing this, Aesop fell into silence for a while before finally saying, “Sorokin… tsk, an old sly fox. You’ll 

never know if the words coming out of his mouth are truth or lies. It’s better for you to be cautious 

when dealing with him.” 

“Oh… then how’s his battle strength?” 

“I don’t know, definitely stronger than me.” Aesop spread his hands out. 

“Isn’t that as good as not saying anything?” Han Xiao was speechless. 

“Alright, stop bothering me. Put my communicator back to normal. I want to continue watching my 

show.” 

Resigned, Han Xiao could only retreat out of the quantum network. Turning over to glance at Sorokin, he 

suddenly made up his mind, sending a quick punch over. 

“Hmm?” 

Sorokin’s reaction was impressive, and he raised his hand to block the punch. 

Peng! 

There was not much force behind the punch, but a loud noise sounded, and a shock wave rippled out 

from the point of contact. 

“… Your Excellency Black Star, what is the meaning of this?” Sorokin narrowed his eyes. 

“You mentioned that your skills have regressed, but I didn’t believe you, so I decided to test it out for 

myself.” Han Xiao smiled, not hiding it at all. 

Sorokin frowned, but that turned it into a smile as he shook his head. “As a Beyond Grade A, how could I 

not have basic reactions and awareness? It’s just that if you were a Pugilist, I would not have been able 

to block this punch. Please don’t scare me, Your Excellency Black Star. I’m really not your opponent.” 

“Alright, it was my fault. I was too reckless.” Han Xiao immediately pulled his hand back, as though he 

had given up. 

Seeing this, Sorokin heaved a sigh. He did not expect Han Xiao to move against him and thought that 

Han Xiao was going to force him to spar. But the latter only dealt a punch before restraining himself, 

making him a little surprised. 

Thinking about it, Sorokin was relieved. Because Black Star had displayed tempestuous behavior all this 

while and was quite reckless. For him to suddenly attack like this was in line with his character. 

However, he did not know that this blow he received had already activated his combat information, and 

it was enough for Han Xiao to see his true strength. 

Stealthily opening the interface, Han Xiao swept across the notifications, and his pupils narrowed. 

He did not guess wrong. Sorokin’s level was actually unknown, only having ‘???’. 

When I was Level 280, Manison’s information was unknown too. Now that I’m Level 300, Sorokin still 

appears as unknown to me. This means that his combat strength is at the peak of the Beyond Grade A! 



He actually hid it for so long, letting all Beyond Grade As think him weak… This guy, playing the pig to eat 

the tiger, what is he planning? 

Han Xiao’s thoughts spun, and his eyes narrowed. 
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Similar to Manison, most of Sorokin’s abilities were masked, and only some of them were revealed. 

Sorokin was a Psychic Esper, which was evident in that most of his abilities were geared toward the soul 

and mind. He had strengthened his mind invasion, mind reading, and mind manipulation abilities, and 

Han Xiao even saw some special talents and skills. 

 [Immortal Soul]: Your powerful spiritual energy has blessed your soul with immortality, and even if you 

lose your fleshly body, you can still survive with your soul. 

When the HP value reaches 0, your soul can survive from the destroyed body. In this case, you transform 

into a soul lifeform with an energy body, and you will obtain a new HP bar, which will not decay. 
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You will also obtain immunity to all Physical Attacks, extremely high resistance to Status Effects, and can 

phase through a majority of obstacles. 

You can also invade and parasitize the mental domains of other living creatures. 

Only Energy-Based or Mind-Based attacks will cause damage to you. 

[Fleshly Body Reconstruction]: The fleshly shell is the carrier as well as the protector of the soul. 
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If your body is destroyed, you can consume Soul Energy to reshape it. The HP of the reconstructed body 

will be 30% of the original. 

[Multidimensional Energy Absorption]: You can absorb any ownerless multidimensional energy in your 

surroundings to replenish your energy. 

[Spiritual Energy Foundation]: Exclusive Talent. Your soul is akin to the cells in the body and can store 

and release energy as needed. 

[Eternal Life]: Your Soul Resistance is slightly enhanced. 

[Swindler—Sorokin]: Exclusive Talent. +75% to all Psychic Esper Abilities, +20% INT and MYS, +4 to all 

Psychic related abilities (This effect can break through the upper limit). 

_____________________ 

What OP abilities… Han Xiao’s expression was grim. 



[Immortal Soul] and [Fleshly Body Reconstruction] could be regarded as divine skills for those with 

psychic abilities. General, psychic users would experience soul decay without a fleshly body, but for 

Sorokin, no fleshy carrier was needed, which might be a change brought about by his Race Evolution. 

Just based on these two strengths, as well as the talent [Eternal Life], Han Xiao had developed some 

conjectures. 
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Could it be… that Sorokin was actually living life as an alternate identity before this? 

No wonder there was almost no information about him! 

If that’s the case, then his age likely exceeds my imagination! 

Han Xiao was secretly guarded and sneaked a glance. 

If not for his combat information, the way Sorokin acted would make it difficult to believe that he had 

such a great secret. 

This guy is very strong, but he puts himself in a weakened position and does not care about being bent 

to the will of others, so it’s easy to underestimate him. Although he has lived a long life, he’s completely 

different compared to Manison… totally two extremes! 

Sorokin naturally did not know that his true strength had been revealed, nor did he know what Han Xiao 

had discovered. He was a little unhappy over the sudden attack and did not speak for a while. 

The duo walked in silence for a couple of minutes before Sorokin’s eyes brightened. He had received 

news from Lovell, and a smile appeared on his face as he opened his mouth to speak. 

“Your Excellency Black Star, may I ask if you have any intention to freely sell the Evolutionary Totem?” 

Han Xiao returned to his senses. 

“I’m not really bothered. It depends on the dynasty.” 

“Alas, if the Evolutionary Totem could be sold to all civilizations, then the market value of the Black Star 

Army would be stabilized at an extremely high level after being listed due to the profit from the 

monopoly. It’s a pity we can’t cooperate regarding this…” 

Sorokin’s expression looked regretful. 

Han Xiao smiled and did not reply, but he was wary, as Sorokin seemed to imply something else. 

After observing his headquarters, the two separated. Han Xiao sent Sorokin back to his room, standing 

at the spot for a few seconds before he left toward his office. 

On the way, he contacted Sylvia and ordered, “Check all movements related to the Limitless Financial 

Group after they entered the Shattered Star Ring.” 

“Understood.” 

… 



After a few days, the Black Star’s Party officially started, and everyone came into the banquet hall. The 

scene was full of noise and chatter. 

Han Xiao made a simple speech, summing up the results of their cooperation last year, before 

announcing the opening of the banquet amid the applause. 

The emissaries of many civilizations and cooperative organizations were present, and they were all 

partners of the Black Star Army, covering many business areas. 

A few years ago, Han Xiao had begun rolling out the plan for the ‘Pan Star Field Profits Consortium’, and 

after developing it for a few years, the prototype had become more and more perfect. These partners 

shared various business channels with the army so that it could have its current industry scale today. 

This plan was one of the cornerstones of the future development for the army, so Han Xiao attached 

great importance to it. 

Han Xiao was surrounded by people, talking enthusiastically. Sylvia stood by his side, helping him cope 

with the crowd. There was a lot of laughter and cheers, and all the representatives showed a lot of face 

to him. The atmosphere was harmonious. 

In the other corner of the banquet, there were people around Sorokin as well. The Limitless Financial 

Group was the wealthiest party there, so many people wished to take this chance to have dealings with 

him. 

Sorokin held a wine glass, smiling as he chatted with the rest. He took in the scenes of this gathering and 

the guests, his gaze masking his thoughts and only carrying an interested look. 

At the same time, his consciousness had arrived in Bloodshed Land and possessed a follower beside 

Lovell. 

The Tyrant’s Party and Black Star’s Party were held at the same time, but it was much colder compared 

to Black Star’s Party. Only a few people were whispering, and most people were only focused on dealing 

with the drinks and food. 

While Heber remained expressionless, his mood was obviously no better than the chilly atmosphere. 

As Lovell walked around the banquet with wine in hand, she suddenly noticed that her follower had 

signaled toward her with his eyes. She immediately understood that it was Sorokin and quietly moved to 

a corner. 
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“What’s the matter?” Lovell whispered. 

“You’ll be staying at Bloodshed Land, responsible for the work of the financial group here. The resources 

of the financial group over here will be handled by you,” Sorokin said. 

“Okay.” 

Joy flashed through Lovell’s eyes. Due to the intense competition among Sorokin’s children, to have 

such an important task given to her by her father meant that her father appreciated her talents. 



Suppressing her excitement, Lovell asked in a small voice, “What are the specific action plans? Are there 

any issues that require special attention?” 

“I’ll hand the details to you later. To suppress Black Star Army’s businesses, the first goal should be to 

start with his business partners.” Sorokin coldly laughed. “I can see that Black Star has deliberately 

created a huge net of interests for his organization, so the first thing to do will be to cut the net he’s 

formed. I don’t need to teach you how to do it.” 

“I understand.” Lovell nodded. 

“When the resources of the financial group arrive, you can take action when you see fit.” 

… 

The party this time also ended on a successful note. The next day, Sorokin bade farewell and left. 

At the dock of the headquarters, Han Xiao sent the Limitless Financial Group’s fleet off into the universe. 

His brows then furrowed tight, and he revealed a heavy expression. 

He left just like that… I really can’t tell what he’s up to. 

While he had already seen through the hidden power of Sorokin and made himself more alert, he still 

knew nothing about Sorokin’s plans. 

Han Xiao had a hunch that Sorokin might be planning something in the background. If the Black Star 

Army encountered any abnormal issues, it would probably be Sorokin’s doing. 

And according to his speculations, it likely had something to do with the Evolutionary Totems. 

“Troublesome…” Han Xiao snorted. 

He knew early on that the matter of the Evolutionary Totem would not go away easily. Without 

satisfying everyone, there would still be complaints and grumbles. 

The dynasty was shouldering the majority of the pressure, but it seemed like the pressure on the Black 

Star Army was about to arrive as well. 

If that’s the case, then it would be better for me to stay within the dynasty for a period of time and leave 

behind some Apostle Weapons and mechanical hosts in the headquarters. 

Han Xiao made up his mind. He was still worried about the long-distance teleportation that the 

Federation of Light had. 

Ta, ta, ta! 

He heard the footsteps of someone drawing near. Han Xiao did not need to turn back to know that it 

was Hila. 

“Han Xiao, there’s something I need to discuss with you.” 

“What is it?” Han Xiao put away his thoughts, staring at Hila’s cold and delicate face. 

“I’ll be leaving for an extended period of time. Please take care of Aurora.” 



Han Xiao raised a brow. “Where are you headed?” 

“I’ll be following my teacher, Ames, to other Star Fields to gain experience. I might not be able to 

perform my duties as the Black Star Guard Captain,” Hila lightly replied. 

Han Xiao was surprised. “Following Ames?” 

“That’s right. It was Teacher who invited me.” 

Both sides stared at each other for a while before Han Xiao broke out into laughter. 

“This is a good opportunity. I approve of this. Leave Aurora to me.” 

“Thank you.” Hila nodded. 

“There’s no need to say thanks between us.” Han Xiao walked up and grasped her shoulders, solemnly 

saying, “I hope that when you return, you’ll be at Beyond Grade A.” 

“You really have a lot of confidence in me.” Hila let out a smile and hesitated for a while before 

punching Han Xiao’s chest. “Take care.” 

“Relax, I’ll have Feidin assume the role of Captain for now. He’s reliable. As for you… eh, don’t go, I 

haven’t finished speaking.” 

Looking at Hila’s unfriendly back as she walked away, Han Xiao facepalmed and swallowed his words. 

It was a good opportunity for Hila to go out and gain more experience, and this should help her 

stimulate her potential, allowing her to reach Beyond Grade A faster. 

He just did not expect Ames to also go out and train. He had heard that Ames had thrown herself into 

training two years ago after losing to him, but it seemed that she wished to take it further. 

With Ames by her side, Hila would naturally be safe. However, to be on the safe side, Han Xiao equipped 

their spaceship with some mechanical troops and hosts for insurance. 

Since they had already started working, he could not sit idly by… 

Han Xiao entered the quantum network, summoning Phillip. 

“How goes the collection of the Energy Training Techniques?” 

 “Master, hum… I’ve screened out the more valuable options for you. Please check the results, hum…” 

A list appeared in front of him, all of which were exquisite Energy Training Techniques that could be 

bought on various galactic markets. They came from different civilizations and races, with all sorts of 

flowery names. 

Sweeping over them with a glance, Han Xiao quickly came to a decision. 

“Buy them all.” 
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The ability of having Enas might not be the strongest, but it was definitely the best to use. The joy of 

having a lot of money was something unimaginable. 

After buying a lot of Energy Training Techniques, Han Xiao slowly inserted the experience, increasing his 

energy. 

Time is money, and the life span of a Beyond Grade A was long. This long lifespan gave them plenty of 

time to learn more knowledge and skills, so each Beyond Grade A had a ridiculous number of Energy 

Training Techniques. While Han Xiao required less time compared to the other Beyond Grade As to raise 

his energy, it was still a chore for him. 

The next day, Han Xiao brought Aurora to the restricted dock to send off Hila. 

A black, reflective spaceship was parked there. This was an advanced spaceship that Han Xiao had given 

to Hila. Under the gangway where the cabin door was, Hila stood without her uniform. 
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Hila still maintained her cold expression, with her long red hair spread out around her, only loosely tied 

at the ends, hanging around her waist level. With bangs covering her forehead, her temperament 

appeared a lot more refreshing than her usual cold self. 

She wore a lightweight and tough soft alloy jacket, similar to a windbreaker, coupled with black tights 

that were made by Han Xiao for defense. A small rucksack was on her shoulder/. She looked like a 

traveler. 

“Sis, when are you coming back?” Aurora had a look of reluctance. Over the past few years, both sisters 

had stayed together, and now that they were separating, she was a little unused to it. 

“When I reach Beyond Grade A.” The corners of Hila’s mouth curled up slightly as she glanced at Han 

Xiao. 
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Aurora let out a despondent “Ah…” 

“How long would that be…” 

“You’re my motivation. In order to return home to see you, I’ll be quick.” Hila ruffled Aurora’s hair. 

Aurora helplessly grabbed at her hair before sighing. “After so many years, you still treat me like a kid.” 

In my heart, you’ll always be the kid that needs protecting… Hila gently squeezed Aurora’s cheeks, a 

touch of love in her eyes. 

By the side, Han Xiao coughed and interrupted them. “I’ve equipped the spaceship with a nano-

maintenance robot as well as some good mechanical equipment. There are also two mechanical hosts 

and some mechanical soldiers within the warehouse. If necessary, let me know and I’ll activate them.” 

“Ok.” Hila was different from her past self. While she enjoyed solitude, she no longer rejected the help 

of others. 



“While Ames will be travelling with you, it is training, and she will not purposefully protect you. 

Furthermore, she’s a Beyond Grade A, so some dangers that might seem like nothing to her could be 

lethal to you. You have to be careful,” Han Xiao advised. 

While those of the Calamity Grade could already walk unhindered in the universe, if one wished to train, 

they would have to deliberately wander around the danger zones. There were still many such places in 

the universe, where dangers abound. It could be experimental planets undergoing biochemical 

experiments or places filled with viruses, huge beasts, aberrations, and many more. Otherwise, they 

could attempt to hunt some powerful galactic beings. Even if they could not find such areas, wandering 

around to challenge people would also serve as a form of practice. 
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Hila nodded, expressing her understanding, but she did not think this way. 

Only at the border of life and death could one explode with all their potential. Staying in the army has no 

life-and-death fight, so her progress was stalling. Her threshold to breakthrough into a Beyond Grade A 

was still far, and while Ames might be whimsical and take this trip as an adventure, Hila herself treated 

this as real life or death training. 

Han Xiao was one of the few people she trusted, so only by handing Aurora over to Han Xiao would her 

mind be at ease. 

After turning back to glance at them one last time, Hila turned around to board to spaceship. 

The next moment, the spaceship shuddered, and the thrusters jetted out orange flames that quickly 

turned blue. 

Whoosh! 

The spaceship sped up and rushed out of the port. In the blink of an eye, it entered hyperdrive and 

vanished from sight. 

“Sigh… I don’t even know how many years Sis will need before she can achieve Beyond Grade A and 

return… It’s the Beyond Grade A realm, how could it be so easy?” 

Aurora’s spirits were low, and she tugged at Han Xiao’s sleeve. 

“Er… actually, I think it’s pretty easy.” Han Xiao’s lips curled up teasingly. 

“My fault, I shouldn’t have asked you.” Aurora rolled her eyes, tiptoeing to pat on Han Xiao’s shoulder, 

acting like the elder as she sighed. “Both Teacher and Sis are now gone. Old Uncle, it’s just you and me 

now.” 

“The Shattered Star Ring and Flickering World doesn’t really need me to be here personally. Because of 

some reason, I have to go over to the dynasty for a period of time. You should follow me over too. It’ll 

be safer for you.” 

Aurora hesitated. “You mean this place will be exposed to danger?” 

“That’s… I’m not sure, but there will definitely be turmoil.” 



“Alright, whatever the case, I’ll follow you around… Oh yes, can I try being part of the Black Star 

Guards?” 

“You’re too green, better not.” 

“Humph. Rude!” 
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Han Xiao shook his head, turning to gaze at the river of stars in the universe. 

How long will Hila take before she returns? 

The day she returns, I’ll have yet another trustworthy ally. 

… 

A few days later, in the Crimson Dynasty’s ruler’s office, the virtual projections of many of the dynasty’s 

upper echelons gathered together and stood neatly in the room. Tarrokov, as Commander-in-Chief of 

the Exploration army, was among them. A document adorned with the dynasty’s logo was spread out on 

the table in front of Urranrell, the written content densely packed. 

Urranrell read the document quickly and, upon turning to the last page, paused before picking up the 

pen and signing her name at the end of the document. 

The table shimmered, and a digitally projected head appeared, intoning in a synthetic voice. 

“The authority of the dynasty’s ruler is confirmed. The decree ‘Flickering World Construction Charter’ 

has been signed and is legally binding, effective immediately.” 

Every advanced civilization had to use artificial intelligence, and the three Universal Civilizations had 

their own versions of master artificial intelligences. With generations of Mechanics and scientists 

perfecting it, the master artificial intelligence would record the backup of each Dynasty Ruler as well as 

the elites of the civilization, merging them into an elite consciousness. It was codenamed [Heroic Soul]. 

Urranrell placed the pen down, handing the document to the secretary beside her as she announced, “In 

three days, announce to the world that the first phase of the Flickering World was a success… Long live 

the dynasty.” 

“Long Live the dynasty!” the rest of the upper echelons echoed. 

“Notify the allies involved in the development that it is time to divide the lands and formally begin the 

construction of the three Star Clusters in the first phase of development,” Urranrell solemnly said. “Until 

the construction is completed, the second phase will not begin.” 

… 

In the logistics department, Han Xiao was supervising Nero’s learning when he received a 

communication request from Tarrokov. He had a hunch as to why Tarrokov was calling. 

Switching it on, Tarrokov’s old face emerged on the screen. 



“Black Star, Ruler Urranrell has already signed a decree and will soon announce to the entire universe 

that the first phase of the Flickering World has been completed. Let me specifically inform you that the 

dynasty’s decision to allocate land to the allies has also been finalized.” 

Finally, it’s here. I’ve been waiting for a long time… Han Xiao’s attention was completely focused. 

“I’m listening. Please continue.” 

“Territory will be issued according to the merits of exploration. Most of the allies that joined later will 

only take a few Star Zones, at most no more than one Star System. As the earliest ally to participate, the 

dynasty will naturally give you more territory.” 

The three Star Clusters that were explored during the first phase were located at the gateway to the 

Flickering World and basically fell under the control of the dynasty and its allies. 

A single Star Cluster contained dozens of Star Systems, and while each Star System seemed tiny in 

comparison, they were still large in scale. After all, the territory of a Star System level civilization 

encompassed the entire star system, with some not even reaching that scope. 

Han Xiao nodded and asked, “So, how much are we being given?” 

“Bloodshed Land will obtain about two Star Systems’ worth, and because of the deal we made regarding 

the secret war, Klent will obtain about four Star Systems. Their territories will be based in the Renault 

Star Cluster.” 

“And me?” Han Xiao was curious. 

“The Black Star Army’s exploration was the most well done. In addition, you had racked up huge merits. 

The Ruler favors you, so the dynasty has decided to give you…” Tarrokov paused and smiled. “A whole 

seven Star Systems!” 

Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled. 

Seven star systems was equivalent to about ten to twenty percent of the total territory in the Garu Star 

Cluster! 

Furthermore, this was only the first phase! 

Just based on this, this starting point had exceeded all the Star System civilizations by a few times. 

“Furthermore…” Tarrokov’s grin got wider. “Urranrell did not forget her promise to you. The territory for 

the others has basically been allocated, but for your seven Star Systems, you may choose them 

yourself.” 

All my work paid off… Han Xiao was jubilant. 

So far, the Black Star Army had no proper base. Their headquarters and branches were actually located 

in the territories of others, as the universe currently had already been fully explored. There were not 

many vacancies left, and even the desolate universe belt had owners. Only now did they finally obtain 

their autonomous territory. 



Part of the Star Cluster was to be distributed to their allies, while part of it would be under the direct 

control of the dynasty. The last part would be considered an open territory, for other organizations to 

compete over. With so many partitions, it was impressive that Han Xiao had obtained nearly a fifth of 

the entire Star Cluster. 

According to Han Xiao’s prediction, he would obtain about three to four Star Systems, which would 

already make it extremely profitable. 

However, to think that the dynasty valued him so much to give him seven Star Systems immediately, a 

total of over 100 Star Zones, and he could even choose the location! 

The dynasty was really generous! 
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The 3D map, displayed in a vibrant blue color, was suspended in front of Han Xiao, showing the overview 

of the Garu Star Cluster. Most of the areas were marked in green, representing the available Star 

Systems. 

Han Xiao gazed with a thoughtful look at the star map, and the light from the map was reflected on his 

face. 

Beside him, Tarrokov’s long distance projection was also smiling while gazing at the star map. 

“Have you decided?” 

“I have, but before that, I have a question. After the first phase of exploration, the dynasty has now 

figured out the resource distribution for each Star System. While you allow me to choose, will your 

attitudes change if I do not pick the ones that the dynasty wants me to pick?” Han Xiao eyed him. 

“Haha, I know what you’re referring to. You’re worried that if you pick all the resource rich areas, the 

dynasty will have something to say, right?” Tarrokov laughed. “Relax, since the dynasty is willing to give 

you something, that means they are not worried no matter how big your appetite is. The dynasty is not 

so petty.” 
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“That’s good.” Han Xiao nodded. 

“However, the Ruler has asked me to warn you…” Tarrokov’s eyes flashed at this moment, carrying a 

hidden meaning. “She advises you put some thought into choosing the Star Systems.” 

“Because I’m in the Ruler’s faction?” Han Xiao got interested. 

“Well, this could be one of the reasons… How about this? Let me share some inside information with 

you. In fact, not everyone within the dynasty agreed to give you seven Star Systems. Some of them 

thought that the important areas should be controlled by the dynasty and should not be distributed to 

any allies. However, Urranrell and her heads of state stood in the way and took out what they had 

within the Garu Star Cluster for you to choose. Based on her words, since the dynasty had made a 

commitment, they should not go back on their word, or it would only cause their allies to lose trust.” 
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“Seems like the Ruler is really looking out for me.” Han Xiao smiled and nodded. 

“The Ruler thus recommends that you hold onto some strategic locations,” Tarrokov said. “The implied 

meaning is that you use this to obtain a louder voice within the dynasty. That way, she can suppress the 

unharmonious voices within the dynasty… I think you know what’s going on.” 

Hearing this, Han Xiao understood that it was the matter of the Evolution Cube. 

Every time a Beyond Grade A ally appeared with a strategic level Universal Treasure, this sort of 

contradiction would occur. In the past, Psyker often had to bear the pressure of the Arcane Church as 

well. 

Some people within the dynasty would hope for him to take the initiative to turn in the Evolution Cube. 

It was not that Han Xiao had not heard of it, but their voices were currently very weak when faced 

against the rules of how Universal Civilizations should treat their allies. 

It was impossible to force their allies to turn in any Universal Treasures. However, the desire of some 

people for the Evolution Cube within the dynasty had yet to vanish. 

Urranrell wanted Han Xiao to increase his voice, but the other party of the faction coveting the Evolution 

Cube did not wish for him to do so, which would make it harder to suppress him. From another 

perspective, this was an internal factional competition. 

With this in mind, Han Xiao felt helpless. He originally did not wish to be involved in the political 

struggles within the dynasty, but it seemed like he did not have a choice. Anything of value in the eyes of 

these dynasty factions would be used as a chip, and their Beyond Grade A allies were no exception. 

“No matter how they think, I just need to develop myself.” Han Xiao shook his head, stretching out his 

hand to tap on seven points on the map. “I’ll take these seven Star Systems.” 
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Tarrokov took a look, and his eyes flashed before he laughed out loud. “You’re really not polite.” 

“You were the one who told me not to be.” Han Xiao shrugged. 

He had chosen all the important Star Systems of the Garu Star Cluster. Two of them were Star Systems 

that served as gateways to the other two Star Clusters, which were strategic choke points, and two 

other Star Systems chosen were to be important transit points within the Garu Star Cluster. The last 

three were in the central location of the Star Cluster, where the resources were the richest, with 

extremely high developmental value. 

“Alright, I’ll report back to the Ruler, and construction will soon begin. You should prepare well in 

advance.” Tarrokov then switched off his communicator, and his projection vanished. 

Han Xiao turned back to face the seven lighted spots in the star map, slowly letting out a breath. 

“Seven Star Systems… This is my future territory.” 

… 



Several days later, the Crimson Dynasty announced to the universe that the first phase of the Flickering 

World exploration was a complete success, announcing the exploration results to the world. 

There were countless gazes observing the development process of the Flickering World all along. The 

new Star Field was both the territory of the Crimson Dynasty as well as the wealth of an entire universe, 

and if successfully opened, the reputation of the Crimson Dynasty would also be raised. 

This news inspired the spirits of many organizations, especially the financial groups. Even as early as 

during its exploration, the dynasty had already released the rumors that the follow-up construction 

would allow the financial groups to inject capital to participate. Even though there were more people 

than benefits provided, only the larger financial groups would be able to compete for the rights to 

construct, so it was still a profitable trade. 

Every ally of the dynasty would be a good target to invest in. The dynasty’s announcement also listed 

the ownership of territories for each ally. Among them, the Black Star Army stood at the very top with 

seven Star Systems, far exceeding Klent in second place with four Star Systems. 

The major organizations within the universe could feel the importance the dynasty viewed Black Star 

with. 

But that was to be given. Black Star was still so young, yet he had grown so quickly. He would most likely 

end up as one of the pillars of the dynasty for the next hundreds, if not thousands, of years. Therefore, 

the dynasty would not neglect him. 

After the announcement was released, the major financial groups also started to act. They began to 

contact the dynasty allies within the list. The Black Star Army was the most popular with the financial 

groups, with countless applications sent to Phillip. 

While the territory of seven Star Systems seemed huge, there were just too many financial groups 

staring at the Flickering World. A financial group’s goal was to profit, and with only that much territory, 

there was no way Han Xiao could choose to work with all of them. Han Xiao personally screened out the 

financial groups with limited power and sent his people to negotiate with the larger ones. 

Because this was a big project, Han Xiao asked Sylvia to send staff from the various departments to form 

a team to negotiate with the different financial groups to discuss the details of cooperation. 

The typical method of cooperation was for the financial group to invest cash, buy resources and 

engineering equipment, or help them to construct the territory. The invested party had to promise that 

after the Flickering World was opened up, these financial groups would get to operate or mine on 

certain resource rich planets or have certain rights when conducting businesses within the territory. 

Because the territory was completely under one’s jurisdiction, they had the final say in any transactions 

approved and did not have to face any pressure from a ruling civilization. 

While Han Xiao was still wary of Sorokin, the two of them had already reached a preliminary agreement 

to cooperate, so in the spirit of keeping promises, he sent a message to Sorokin to set the terms of 

cooperation. However, the other party’s investment amount was far below Han Xiao’s expectations, 

almost to the point of an investment made while suffering from poverty. 
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“There’s no reason for the Limitless Financial Group to only invest that amount. It seems like they do not 

respect me at all.” 

Within the office, Han Xiao observed the terms of the contract, his expression strange. 

“Sylvia, when I asked you to check the Limitless Financial Group’s movements, did you find anything?” 

“Yes. The Limitless Financial Group split into two groups after they entered the Shattered Star Ring, with 

the smaller group joining the Tyrant’s Party. If I’m not wrong, the Limitless Financial Group should have 

been evaluating their investment targets, and they seem to have chosen the Tyrant over us.” 

“That’s strange. The territory I have is more than thrice that of Heber, yet Sorokin is focusing on Heber?” 

Han Xiao wondered aloud. “Could it be that Heber gave him some special terms?” 

After thinking for a few seconds, Han Xiao did not continue struggling with this matter. There were 

many financial groups staring at this opportunity, and if the Limitless Financial Group did not wish to 

cooperate in depth, it was fine. What he did not lack now was potential partners. 

After dealing with the matter at hand, Han Xiao placed the communicator down, opening the interface 

to view the Mission notification. 

The first part of the [Flickering World] main mission was to explore the Garu Star Cluster. The moment 

the Crimson Dynasty announced the successful exploration of the first phase, the first mission would 

also be shown as completed and ready for Han Xiao to collect his rewards. 

The players had also received this main storyline, but they had to wait till they returned from the version 

update to obtain their reward. 

Han Xiao glanced at the mission description. He had accumulated a large number of Exploration Points, 

and the Mission Rating had long reached the highest tier. 

“After several years of exploration, I’ve finally managed to complete the first part of this Main Storyline 

Mission,” Han Xiao grumbled. “The Mission Rating is so high. The reward should also be enough for me 

to redeem the last Ultimate Knowledge I need.” 

As he spoke, he chose the option to obtain his Mission rewards. 

_____________________ 

[Flickering World] First chain mission completed. 

Your Mission Rating is S+. 

You have obtained 2,000,000,000 Experience, x3 Random Reward Draws, 3,000 Crimson Dynasty 

Contribution Points, and x2 Blank Character Summon Cards. 

The milestone [Exploration Pioneer] is now activated. 

Milestone Requirements: Obtain at least 3 ‘A’ Ratings and above for Mission Rating in the [Flickering 

World] Chain Missions. 

Current Progress: 1/3 



_____________________ 

“Yo, a milestone mission.” Han Xiao brows went up. 

These kinds of milestone missions usually gave either a unique title or Legendary Points. Some titles 

were just for bragging rights, while some had additional bonuses. Han Xiao remembered that he still had 

a [Legendary Hunter] milestone mission that had not been completed. The title would increase his 

damage against Beast-type creatures. On the other hand, [Exploration Pioneer] increased his rate of 

obtaining dungeon copies or random rewards. 

The highest Mission Rating gave him twenty billion experience. While it was peanuts to him, for a player 

at level 120, it was enough to level up quite a few times. Based on the standards of this version, this 

reward could be considered sizable. The only other missions that gave him the same amount of 

experience involved fighting the Beyond Grade As, and comparing their difficulties, the [Flickering 

World] exploration was so much easier. 

The second chain mission for the [Flickering World] also appeared, which was to complete all the 

infrastructure construction in the territory that the Black Star Army was assigned. 

This Main Storyline was very flexible, and its specific requirements would vary according to one’s faction 

and the actual situation. The mission requirements for Han Xiao and the army players in [Flickering 

World] were issued based on their position as the Crimson Dynasty and Black Star Army factions. 

It was a pity that the players were all offline, missing out on this mission reward. 

After letting his thoughts wander for a while, Han Xiao then collected himself and glanced at the faction 

contribution point bar. The most useful thing right now was the three thousand Contribution Points. 

With this, his total contribution exceeded twelve thousand points, enabling him to gain one more 

Ultimate Knowledge. 

“Finally, I’m getting the number of Ultimate Knowledges needed.” Han Xiao breathed out in relief. 

… 

At the same time in the Bloodshed Land, the Limitless Financial Group and Heber reached a consensus. 

Lovell served as a resident emissary in the Bloodshed Land, and Sorokin would pass her instructions by 

possessing her followers. 

Not long after the dynasty announced the territory of its allies, Lovell contacted Sorokin in shock. 

“The dynasty is too partial toward Black Star, giving them a whole seven Star Systems. Father, will it 

really be okay if we don’t focus on investing in the Black Star Army?” 

Sorokin also frowned. He knew that the dynasty treated Black Star with importance, but this was out of 

his expectations. 

The Black Star Army had gathered more wealth and popularity than expected, which was detrimental to 

their plans. 



Those cooperating internal factions mentioned that they were working internally to prevent Black Star 

from getting any good territory, but now it seemed that they had failed. This was not suppressing him 

but rather increasing the difficulty level… 

His teammates were not useful at all! 
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Seeing the sullen look on Lovell’s face, Sorokin eased his brows and calmly replied, “Forget it, it’s just the 

first phase anyways. Although this is unexpected, this profit is not worth mentioning compared to our 

dealings with the three civilizations. The Bloodshed Land might have fewer territories, but they are also 

valuable. We can focus on investing here and need not go over to Black Star to compete with the other 

financial groups.” 

Lovell pursed her lips and could only nod. 

Sorokin paused, his eyes narrowing slightly as he indifferently continued. “The Black Star Army has now 

gained such a huge territory, and there’s a lot of room for development. Its ability to resist pressure has 

increased, but this is not completely to our disadvantage. The focus of the army will be directed toward 

the Flickering World, which allows us to weaken their original business dealings. 

“First, attack the interest consortium of the Black Star Army within the Shattered Star Ring. We are still 

unable to shake their core businesses and can only start with the cooperative organizations of various 

industries that the Black Star Army is affiliated to. We can help Bloodshed Land to snatch a part of the 

business channels and cut off the arms of the Black Star Army, reducing the scope of their business. In 

this case, they will return to the original scope, which will make him unable to expand and develop 

comfortably.” 

Lovell hesitated before speaking in a whisper. “Father, the Black Star Army has great prospects, and 

their business is also booming. In all honesty, it is unlikely for such methods to shake them.” 

“Naturally, a Beyond Grade A organization is not so easily suppressed. That’s especially so for Black Star 

with his growing momentum… but it’s because this is difficult that the three Universal Civilizations came 

to me. Rice should be eaten a mouthful at a time. As long as one is willing to fork out the costs, they will 

be able to gradually erode everything.” 
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Sorokin shook his head, his expression still cold. “Furthermore, I’m not here to destroy the Black Star 

Army but to make him feel uncomfortable. This will take a long time to take effect, so I’ll take my time. 

Those cooperating with me are not even in a hurry, so why should I rush?” 

While the father and daughter were cooperating, on the other side of Bloodshed Land, Heber was also 

in his palace reading the terms of the contract proposed by Lovell. He secretly nodded to himself. 

The contract described the plans for the Limitless Financial Group to invest in Bloodshed Land. The goal 

was to let the Bloodshed Land learn from the Black Star Army and complete an organizational 

transformation, dealing not only in armed force employment but expanding to different industries, 

developing in an all-round manner. 



Such business channels need not be laid out from scratch. They focused on the channels that many of 

the local organizations within the Shattered Star Ring had operated and perfected after many years. 

They would obtain them through acquisitions, where most of the costs would be borne by the Limitless 

Financial Group. 
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Seeing the investment amount proposed by the Limitless Financial Group, Heber coldly snorted. 

“Really rich.” 

… 

The Black Star Army had recently entered a busy state. 

After the preliminary selection made by Han Xiao, each financial group then sent people to negotiate 

with the personnel of the Black Star Army. 

Dillard, the team leader of Negotiation Team 098, was currently involved in the discussions with one of 

the higher ups of a financial group. 

“Mr. Dillard, this is the third time we have modified the terms of cooperation according to your wishes. 

Are you satisfied with it this time?” 

The executive of the financial group carefully watched Dillard’s expression. 

“You want the mining rights of at least ten resource rich planets for fifteen years, management rights for 

three of the planets and the right to modify its surface, operation rights for two regional quantum 

network channels, and preferential sales channels for dozens of rare resources… Hahaha, don’t you 

think that this investment amount is insufficient to request such treatment?” Dillard raised his 

eyebrows, giving a smile that was not a smile. 
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“Based on the calculations done on my side, the amount of investments is equivalent to our 

requirements…” 

“Do you wish to take advantage of our Black Star Army? If you don’t have enough sincerity, we can stop 

the negotiations. We still have many others to choose from.” Dillard’s tone sank, and he looked ready to 

end the discussion. 

“Wait a minute.” The executive got a shock and immediately scrambled to reply. “Don’t misunderstand, 

we never intended anything like that. Which part are you not satisfied with? We can always talk it out…” 

As he observed the other party’s careful expression, there was no outward change in Dillard’s face, but 

in his heart, he was secretly very proud of himself. 

He was just an ordinary worker in the Black Star Army with limited pay. In the galactic society, be it in 

status or assets, he was far inferior to the executives of various financial groups. 



However, these rich and powerful executives were now trying to please him, a clerk, with enthusiasm as 

well as treading on thin ice to speak to him. Dillard had never been treated with such enthusiasm 

before. 

Now that countless financial groups were seeking cooperation with the Black Star Army, as a negotiator, 

he held the initiative and power, and he had more confidence. 

If not for the fact that he had joined the Black Star Army earlier, how could he have gotten such an 

opportunity, where those in the high ranks bowed to him? 

In order to satisfy his own vanity, in addition to obtaining more benefits for the army, Dillard would set 

harsher and more unyielding terms, holding firmly to his initiative. 

He knew that this was merely borrowing the name of the Black Star Army to strut around, like a fox 

pretending to be a tiger, but he was happy about it. Now that his affiliation was so powerful, if he did 

not take the chance to flaunt it a little more, there would never be a chance for him in the future. 

The executives of the financial group knew what Dillard was doing, and they gritted their teeth in anger 

inwardly, but they had no choice as they were the passive party. 

They would rather suffer a bit than lose out on the golden opportunity to cooperate with the Black Star 

Army. 

… 

In the Army Commander’s office, a projection of Phillip about a thumb’s size sat on the edge of the table 

with his legs swinging around, reporting to Han Xiao in a crisp voice. 
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“Investigation completed. There are forty-five negotiators who have received bribes during the 

negotiation process.” 

“Fire all of them and cancel the cooperation agreements that they’ve negotiated. We’re no longer 

cooperating with these financial groups.” 

Han Xiao frowned. 

As the scale of the army increased, it was inevitable for people to develop greed in their hearts and use 

the army’s name to obtain personal benefits. 

He did not mind the members flaunting the army’s prestige, but if someone betrayed the army’s 

interests, he could not pretend nothing had happened. As a Virtual Mechanic, the entire faction was 

within his control; nothing could be hidden from him. 

After dealing with this annoying problem, Han Xiao rubbed his eyes and prepared to proceed to the 

training rooms to work on his Energy Training Technique. It was at this time that his communicator rang. 

Picking up the communicator, Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled. 

His request to the dynasty had been accepted! 



The Dynasty Contribution Points he had amounted to twelve thousand, and Han Xiao had sent in a 

request to redeem an Ultimate Knowledge. 

In just a few short years, Black Star had made so many achievements that it was enough for him to 

obtain all the Ultimate Knowledges he needed. This efficiency was probably the highest in history. 

Because the biggest attraction for a Beyond Grade A to join a Universal Civilization was to obtain 

Ultimate Knowledges, now that Han Xiao had gathered up all the Ultimate Knowledges of the Mechanic 

department, the Crimson Dynasty was a little hesitant, and the approval time was much longer than 

before. 

However, if there were merits achieved, the reward had to be given. Thus, Han Xiao finally received the 

final Ultimate Knowledge of the Mechanic profession. 

Control Branch—[Relativity Theory]! 

Just like how Beyond Grade A mages could travel through all secondary dimensions, this Ultimate 

Knowledge of the Mechanic profession could achieve similar results. As a sophisticated spacetime 

technology, it could be applied to the manufacture of stargates, Interstellar Navigation Technology, 

Hyperdrive transition engines, next-generation propellers, and many more devices. 

In combat, this knowledge improved the maneuverability of machinery, and it was applicable to various 

spatial based devices. It could be used to attack and defend, and it was extremely good for crowd 

control. 

With this Ultimate Knowledge, the difficulty of facing mechanics would increase more than one level. 

This played the biggest role in overcoming the core shortcomings of Mechanics, which was fighting 

people at close range. As Han Xiao was an anomaly, close ranged combat did not matter to him at all, so 

he had placed this knowledge at the very end of his collection. 

Because this was considered general Profession Knowledge, the triple penalty did not apply to it, and 

every level only needed eight Potential Points. He had just enough to use it to complete the Class 

Advancement Mission [Erudite]. 

“After mastering this, all of my Ultimate Knowledges have been collected. The next step is to slowly max 

out all of my knowledges.” 

Han Xiao settled himself down and chose to learn it. 

_____________________ 

Mechanic Class Ultimate Knowledge detected: [Relativity Theory]. Spend 8 potential points to learn? 

Learning… 

Successfully learned! You have learned [Relativity Theory]! 

You have been awarded with the talent [Hyperspace Thought]! 

You have mastered all available Ultimate Knowledge, and your talent [Ultimate Knowledge Possessor] 

has been strengthened! 



You have learned all Class Knowledges. You have been awarded with the talent [Almighty Mechanic]! 

Hyperspace Thought: Enhances all spatial device performances, control effect is significantly 

strengthened, and your domain related abilities and all space-related abilities will be enhanced. +50 – 

100% increase in CC duration, +20% to mobility of all machinery equipment, +40% to mental resistance. 

Ultimate Knowledge Possessor is enhanced. +15% – +25% Attributes for machinery built, +150% – 600% 

Machinery Affinity. New effect added: All Mechanic skill levels +1 (can exceed the upper limit). 

Almighty Mechanic: +20% Mechanic Creation Attributes, all Mechanic Skill levels +2 (can exceed the 

upper limit). In addition, +1,500 INT, +500 Free Attribute Points. 

Extra Effect I: +1% Machinery Affinity for every 20 points in INT. 

Extra Effect II: Passive Aura, any life forms around you gain a boost of +200 INT. 

 

Chapter 929 Preparations Complete, Construction Begins 

With the completion of the last piece of Knowledge needed, the world in front of his eyes seemed to 

have undergone a subtle change, and his perception of space transformed. 

Han Xiao raised his head to look at the cup on the table. By the corners of the cup, a variety of function 

formulas appeared, excluding its outer appearance, and only the precise lines denoting the outline of 

the spatial structure of the cup were left. Glancing around, all objects in the room appeared in this 

manner, where everything appeared as a coefficient of spatial structure rather than as its original 

appearance. 

As he blinked, this feeling slowly disappeared, and the room returned to normal. 

This is probably the change brought about by [Hyperspace Thought]. It seems that it has elevated my 

spatial perception to a whole new level. 

That feeling seemed to maintain the view of multiple perspectives at the same time. It seemed to even 

overlap with other dimensions. 

[Relativity Theory] only provided one talent by nature, but the effect was considerable. It 

comprehensively enhanced the mobility and controlling skills of the Mechanic, and it also improved 

Psychological Resistance. The other two talents obtained were brought about by the [Erudite] ability. 
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Generally speaking, the players could never afford the expenses needed to collect all the Knowledges, 

and it was difficult to learn all of them. However, there were a minority of people who grinded like crazy 

to completely learn all of the available Knowledges. Han Xiao was one of such ‘Liver Emperors[1]’. Thus, 

he was no stranger to the effects both talents brought about to him. 

With the two extra talents, my strength has increased by yet another level, and I can be considered to 

be an all-rounder Advanced Mechanic now. 



Han Xiao calculated that the enhanced [Ultimate Knowledge Possessor] as well as the newly obtained 

[Almighty Mechanic] would enhance him to the point of the [Perfect Mechanical Sense] standard. 

The higher his Machinery Affinity, the greater the increase of the total bonus from his Mechanical Sense 

talent. So long as he managed to get [Perfect Mechanical Sense], his damage would fly off the charts! 
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By that time, he would be roughly similar to [Mechanic Emperor] Manison, the only difference being 

their exclusive talents. 

“Now that I’ve gotten my hands on all the Knowledges, the next step will be to upgrade all of them.” 

In his previous life, while there were players that learned all Knowledges, there had not been anyone 

who raised everything to the maximum. That was Han Xiao’s goal this time. To complete this, he needed 

huge amounts of experience. The accumulated amount in this version was far from being enough, and 

he could only work on this from the next version onward. 

Han Xiao had no idea if there would be additional rewards for maxing out all his Class Knowledges. In 

any case, with the huge player market that he had, levelling up everything would not bring him any 

losses. 

The interface also showed that he had an additional five hundred Free Attribute Points. Gazing at his 

attributes, he saw that his Intelligence had finally broken through the ten thousand mark. Intelligence 

was the main attribute of a mechanic, which would determine the attributes of his mechanical creations 

as well as the Mechanical Force bonuses. Currently, his Endurance was not lacking; he was so tanky that 

even he could no longer bear it. Thus, Han Xiao decided to continue to pump his Intelligence. 

After seeing the huge increase in his attributes, Han Xiao closed his interface in satisfaction. He chewed 

on two high energy nutrition bars as a celebration before taking a private space shuttle to the satellites 

around his headquarters. He found an idle one and entered its large, open-air training ground to 

summon all his machinery through the secondary dimensional army box. 

After years of accumulation, Han Xiao now had more than a hundred thousand mechanical lives and 

over ten Apostle Weapons, which served as his commanders, lining up in front of Han Xiao. 

In the huge square, the various mechanical lives stopped making any noise and turned to look at Han 

Xiao. Those with legs knelt on one knee, while those without lowered their heads to show respect. A 

magnificent scene was displayed. 

“Lord.” 
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“Rise.” Han Xiao waved his hands before turning to look at Psionic Prime, who was at the forefront. “The 

time has come. The Machinery Civilization plan can now be implemented.” 

“I will not disappoint you, my lord.” A determined expression appeared on the facial features of Psionic 

Prime. 



Han Xiao gestured with a finger, and a star map appeared on the sky, showing the territory of the Garu 

Star Cluster. The picture zoomed in and quickly locked onto one of the planets within the Star System, 

situated within his own territory. 

“This planet will be your new home in the future. It is rich in ores. Psionic Prime, at that time, you’ll take 

all the mechanical lives to develop on this planet. The Black Star Army will provide you with all sorts of 

support, and I only have one requirement, which is to expand the population as much as possible.” 

In order to develop his own Mechanical Civilization, Han Xiao had released all his mechanical lives. They 

need not stay within the secondary dimensional army box for the time being. 

After being transformed by [Tinder Awakening], the machines had already become true living bodies. 

Their bodies were filled with silicon-based nerve fibers. They had independent thoughts and even the 

ability to reproduce. 

Of course, the method of propagation for mechanical life was not through ‘pa pa pa’ but as*xual 

reproduction. Two or more of the mechanical lives would extract their own tinder gene code and 

transfer to the reproducing mechanical life, or they could insert it within the assembly line to ‘hatch’ a 

newborn. After a long period of energy supply, the newborn’s tinder would be strengthened into a 

complete mechanical life. 

The mechanical life created in this manner of reproduction was equivalent to sharing the life energy of 

the first generation of machines. Its purity and basic attributes would of course be far inferior compared 

to the first generation. The parent mechanical life would also enter a period of weakness due to huge 

consumption of their life tinder. 

But the advantage was that births could be mass-produced, so Han Xiao did not need to work 

laboriously anymore. The production efficiency would skyrocket, and even the weakest mechanical life 

borne through this would still be stronger than most mechanical soldiers. The original intention of 

developing a machinery civilization was just to form a large-scale arsenal. 

Manison had a machinery civilization that had developed for many years as his barracks, and the 

soldiers were endless. 

With these hundred thousand first-generation mechanical lives, as long as they are allowed to develop 

for several years, I will then have a new army of mechanical lives, Han Xiao secretly thought. 

All the mechanical lives raised their heads up to gaze at the virtual screen and started to discuss among 

themselves. 

“I won’t let you down.” Psionic Prime retracted his gaze, simulating a solemn tone. 

“Good. You can recommend another person with an outstanding ability, and I will give him a spot as an 

Apostle Weapon.” Han Xiao smiled. 

His new talents gave him a total of +3 to all Mechanic skill levels, which meant that the quota for 

[Apostle Life Creation] had now increased by three. Letting Psionic Prime pick a soldier would help him 

to consolidate his leadership position. 



Because Han Xiao would not continuously monitor the development of his machinery civilization, he 

needed the first generations to manage everything well. Thus, the stronger the position of his 

spokesperson, the smoother the development of the machinery civilization. 

Hearing this, Psionic Prime raised his spear and turned back. “Heaven-Suppressing Banner, step out.” 

Han Xiao looked at where the spear was pointing and saw a towering mechanical life enveloped in heavy 

outer armor within the crowd. It was as though he was clad in full plate mail, with all sorts of weapons 

hung around him. He had six arms, and on his back was a giant alloy battle shield, held by magnetic 

force. From afar, it looked like a huge banner. 

“He’s the strongest and bravest warrior in our clan, having defeated hundreds of others and taken their 

weapons. At the same time, he also knows how to command the army. I urge the Lord to grant him the 

qualification of an Apostle,” Psionic Prime said. 

Han Xiao sized Heaven-Suppressing Banner up. This guy’s gear was actually loot taken from his 

opponents and installed on himself. 

These mechanical lives had a high growth rate, and the blessing of [Machinery Fusion] allowed them to 

self-transform their hardware structure without limits. 

“You indeed have the qualifications to be my Apostle. Make good use of this power.” Raising his palm, a 

golden beam of Mechanical Force appeared in his palm like a bolt of lightning. 

Flicking his hand, his Mechanical Force shot into the body of Heaven-Suppressing Banner, transforming 

his body and creating a brand-new Apostle. 

Han Xiao did not continue to observe the transformation process but turned to Psionic Prime. “I shall 

hand the right to command the mechanical lives over to you. Serve me well.” 

… 

After the transformation a few years ago as a result of the Evolution Cube, the Black Spirit Race had 

become far more intelligent and even possessed visual senses now. They gradually got used to living on 

the ground, no longer living in nests underground. With their efficient command over the mind network, 

they had built a stone city. 
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The largest stone city currently belonged to the Germinal Tribe, and in the center of the city, a stone 

statue, carved in the likeness of Black Star, stood tall. At this moment, this status held a metal statue, 

which was the Evolutionary Totem. 

Evolutionary energy continuously radiated from the totem. For species with evolutionary space, the 

effect of the totems was excellent, and this had resulted in the evolution of the Black Spirit Race to be 

accelerated by hundreds of times. The proportion of the carapace on their body had shrunk once again, 

and their original bestial and insect-like characteristics were reduced a lot. Some of the Black Spirit Race 

had already begun to stand upright rather than crawl. 

The liberated forelimbs also gradually played the role of a palm and began to learn how to use tools. 



Up till now, Han Xiao had not forced the civilization process of the Black Spirit Race but focused more on 

improving the quality of the Black Spirit Race itself. From his viewpoint, as long as the species itself 

became perfect, it would be more effective to help them develop. 

The racial characteristics of the Black Spirit Race lay in its mind communication network, which 

improved communication efficiency and knowledge penetration rate. Their Race Specialty was related 

to the mind, and the totem would subtly enhance the mental and spiritual strength of the entire race. 

The Black Spirit Race was also very prolific. After more than ten years of reproduction, several 

generations of newborns had been born, and the population had grown a lot. 

At this moment, in the center of the Germinal Tribe, a large group of children played around an adult, 

who happened to be the leader of the Germinal Tribe. 

The leader of the Germinal Tribe was wearing a coarse animal skin robe and holding a simple scepter 

made out of Prophecy Stones. His dress was very different from the other tribesmen, who were not 

wearing clothes. 

Countless years before they were transformed by the Evolution Cube, the Black Spirit Race had 

produced a very small number of variants, which could build a mind communication network on their 

own instead of utilizing the Prophecy Stones. These variants were known as ‘Sages’. 

The current leader of the Germinal Tribe was one of the strongest variants, with his mental network able 

to accommodate most individuals. At the same time, he was also the spokesperson of their ‘Black Star 

God’, so he was hailed as the Great Sage. 

“Great Sage, why do we worship the Black Star God?” The group of toddlers crowded around the 

Germinal Tribe leader, chattering away in his mental network. 

Lifting his scepter, the Germinal Tribe leader spoke in equal seriousness and fanaticism. “The Black Star 

God has brought us the gospel for evolution, as well as the fire of our civilization. He is the omnipresent 

greatness.” 

“I don’t believe you. I feel that you are stronger than him, Great Sage!” One of the toddlers laughed. 

“Humph, you know nothing about power.” The Germinal Tribe leader pointed at a battleship suspended 

in the sky with his scepter. “Do you see that? That’s called a spaceship. It’s what brought us here from 

our ancestral land. Just relying on our powers, we would not even have reached here in ten thousand 

years, but Black Star God brought us here in an instant. That is the power of a God.” 

“Ancestral land? This place is not our ancestral land?” 

“Sigh, our ancestral land was long taken by others. If the Black Star God had not led us away, maybe…” 

The Germinal Tribe leader sighed again and shook his head. 

At this moment, hundreds of black specks appeared in the clear blue sky. They floated down slowly 

toward the Germinal Tribe and caused a commotion within the tribe. Many of the tribe members 

gathered in the square, watching the descending spaceships. 



The hatches opened, and Psionic Prime flew out and landed in front of the leader of the Germinal Tribe. 

The Black Spirit Race scattered, but they were not nervous at all. 

In their eyes, this sort of metal creature was the servant of their Black Star God. 

“I’m the Chief Apostle under Lord Black Star. My lord has commanded me to take you away from this 

planet.” 

The Germinal Tribe leader stood up, speaking jerkily with vocal cords that had yet to fully develop. 

“Where is the Black Star God taking us?” 

“Your new home.” 

… 

With a lot of investments from the financial groups, the Black Star Army had sufficient funds to purchase 

engineering equipment as well as to prepare to build troops. The process was smooth. 

After a month of preparations, the construction team of the army finally departed officially under the 

universe’s interested eyes, full of manpower and resources to develop the Flickering World. 

Lagi, Reynold, Sylvia, and Herlous were directly involved, and Han Xiao was only responsible for remote 

supervision since he wanted to go to the dynasty to avoid any danger. He had left the blueprint for the 

construction of the site with them, so he did not need to be present. 

On the day that the construction team set off, Han Xiao arrived at the stargate leading to the Central 

Galaxy with only a few Black Star Guards and Aurora with him. 

This was to avoid danger but also to visit the various Beyond Grade A allies of the dynasty. After all, they 

would be working together for many years, so it was necessary to build relationships. 

At the same time, he also prepared to visit those future famous characters of the dynasty that he 

recalled. 

The version update would take several decades, and the dynasty would experience a change in power. 

His cooperation with the dynasty would last a long time, so he needed to have wider vision. For the sake 

of his future, it was necessary to build good relations with the powerful people of the future in advance, 

granting him a louder voice within the dynasty. 

Sweeping his eyes over Feidin and the rest, Han Xiao turned his head to look at Aurora in the pilot’s seat 

and nodded. 

“Let’s go.” 

Aurora swiped her finger on the control screen, and the spaceship slowly moved into the stargate. 

At the same moment, Ames and Hila arrived at the stargate at the edge of the Shattered Star Ring. 

Turning back, Hila had a complicated expression. 

She had a hunch that it would be a long time before she returned. 



The Beyond Grade A realm… 

A slim hand rested on her shoulder, and turning back, Hila saw Ames standing there with a light smile. 

 “Let’s go.” 

“Sigh… I got it.” 

Hila recollected her thoughts and also directed the spaceship to enter the stargate. 

[1] Probably named so because you need to donate a liver to get enough money to buy everything 

Chapter 930 The Prototype Plan of Three Great Calamities 

In the Flickering World, the Purple River Star System was one of the seven Star Systems that belonged to 

the Black Star Army. It was located at the edge of the Garu Star Cluster and was one of the important 

gateways into the Star Cluster. At this time, from the stargate of the Purple River Star System slowly 

sailed a huge Black Star Army fleet. This was the construction force led by Herlous. 

There was a large number of Black Star Army spaceships awaiting Herlous’ arrival next to the stargate 

station. This was originally the first exploration fleet. Now that the exploration had been completed, the 

same fleet was transformed into construction personnel, awaiting instructions from the higher ups. 

In the meeting room of the flagship, Herlous was having a discussion with the senior officers such as 

Sylvia and Lagi to go through the construction plans. “Purple River, Long Day, Ponzale, Orlando, Fenrir, 

Sigma, and Ednea—these seven Star Systems belong to our Black Star Army, and we have to first set the 

infrastructure foundation before carefully sculpting and slowly transforming the Star System.” Herlous 

had a serious expression on. 

While he usually behaved in a lazy manner, he still acted properly and seriously when faced with Han 

Xiao’s tasks. 

Sylvia nodded. “We should first establish the stargate transportation network within the seven galaxies 

to form a whole and facilitate fleet transportation. Through our exploration, the network has already 

taken shape, which is convenient for us. After this, we should install the army’s own warning and space 

monitoring devices, and we’ll lay a large scale quantum network base station to place the seven Star 

Systems under the management of the artificial intelligence system.” 
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The Black Star Army had to establish its own infrastructure to take over the seven Star Systems and 

make it into a seamless whole, strong as an iron board. 

“According to the plans left by the Army Commander, we need to focus on the two Star System 

gateways, Ponzale and Purple River. We must firmly control the entry and exit stargates for the main 

traffic routes. These stargate stations were originally made by the dynasty, and now that the station is 

under our control, we have to spare some troops for the stations. “In terms of planetary terraforming, 

the priority should go to the army bases and resource mining bases. The galactic cities and transit 

stations will only come in handy when the Star Field is opened, so we can put those off until a later date. 



“The blueprint also states that the Sigma Star System will be the logistics base of the army within the 

Flickering World. There will also be a need to focus on the transformation and the construction of a 

large number of barracks, military factories, and airports there…” 

The construction scope for seven Star Systems was a monumental task. Han Xiao only provided a 

blueprint, and the specific action plans would need to be developed by those responsible for each star 

system. While everyone was discussing, Lagi maintained his usual style, not caring about anything and 

serving as a mascot. 
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A plan was quickly formulated, and under the command of Herlous, the construction troops began to 

proceed in an orderly manner. The stargate passage was set up, various devices were laid, and they took 

the facilities that had been left over during the exploration to be reused, saving a lot of resources. 

At the same time, Bloodshed Land, Klent, and the rest of the dynasty’s allies also started to construct 

their territories. The entire Flickering World entered a period of rapid development. 

Rural development was a long-term project. It would take a lot of time to raise the region to the 

standard of the currently explored universe. The seven Star Systems that Han Xiao had chosen were all 

important areas in his past life. Han Xiao had drawn out the renovation plans according to his memory, 

and it was expected to take decades to completely construct everything on the blueprint. It was 

estimated that the next phase of exploration for the Crimson Dynasty would not be held back for so 

long. As long as at least two Star Systems were complete in each Star Field, the second phase of 

exploration would then proceed. 

While the construction team was in full swing, the mechanical lives and Black Spirit Race also arrived at 

their new, separate home planets. 

The Sigma Star System was a central area of the Garu Star Cluster, rich in resources. It bordered the 

other two Star Systems, Ednea and Orlando, occupying a vast area. 

Planet Apostle was one of the resource rich planets within this Star System, which was named by Han 

Xiao. The whole planet was gray, with rich mineral veins and metal resources. Although it was not a 

habitable planet in the conventional sense, it was very suitable to host mechanical lives. 

Dozens of spaceships landed slowly on this gray wasteland. The Psionic Prime disembarked from the 

spaceship with the hundred thousand mechanical lives and glanced around. The undulating wasteland 

extended to the end of the horizon, and there was no greenery in sight, only endless gray rocks and 

flying sand. “This will be our homeland in the future.” 

The Psionic Prime held his spear and directed everyone to begin building the city immediately. 

If it was a normal civilization, eighty percent of them would collapse from the mental burden of 

establishing a civilization on this desolate planet. However, to the mechanical lifeforms, this emotion did 

not exist, and their mentality leaned toward a colonialist mindset. 
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With the engineering equipment provided, coupled with their natural talents, the speed of the 

mechanical lives in building cities was incredibly fast. 

If one overlooked the planet, they would quickly see a metal area appearing on the surface and 

spreading out to form a city of machines. 

First of all, a large number of assembly lines were built. With sufficient resources, the mechanical lives 

were assembled. A portion of the existing life forms consumed their energy to synthesize their own 

tinder gene codes, incubating the second generation of mechanical lives. 

Having a large quantity of soldiers was the specialty of a Mechanical Race. 

At the same time, they built specialized equipment that allowed them to excavate the underground 

veins and resources, smash apart stones, and gather all these raw materials into the warehouse. 
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Without any enemies, the construction efficiency was frightening, and under the command of the 

Apostles and the Psionic Prime, the mechanical lives’ civilization slowly unfolded. 

On the other side, the Black Spirit Race also arrived at their new home, Planet New Black Spirit. 

This planet was different from the Planet Apostle. It was a habitable planet with vast vegetation and 

verdant forests. There were many indigenous beasts with mild temperaments. 

The migratory fleet landed on a fertile plain, and the Black Spirit Race rushed down from the spaceship. 

Their newly evolved green eyes curiously took in the scenes. 

“This is our new homeland?” 

“It seems even more beautiful.” 

One of the spaceships fired a traction beam, lowering the Black Star statue onto the plain. They were 

unable to move the entire city, but landmarks could still be transported. 

To the Black Spirit Race, the statue of Black Star was just like their landmark, and its function was similar 

to a ‘civilization monument’. This monument gave their race hope. They could do without the city but 

not without the statue. 

Han Xiao required the Black Spirit Race to develop itself during the decades when the version was 

undergoing an update, so he could only intervene in the Black Spirit Race’s civilization process. The 

spaceships that transported the Black Spirit Race were outfitted with many engineering devices and 

stayed to help them construct their new homes. 

Under the gazes of the Black Spirit Race, an army member handed a communicator to the Germinal 

Tribe leader. 

“This contains Knowledge that the Black Star God is gifting you. You can learn it and use it to transform 

your race.” 



The Germinal Tribe leader carefully switched it on, and a list popped up. Within it was all sorts of 

information compiled by Han Xiao. It was a technological tree tailored to the racial characteristics of the 

Black Spirit Race, ranging from basic to advanced Knowledges. 

Planning out a technology tree for the entire race would ensure that their development direction would 

not deviate. 

Thanks to their mind network, the Black Spirit Race quickly found out about the contents and started 

worshipping the statue. 

“Many thanks to Black Star God for this generous bestowal!” 

The Germinal Tribe leader was very moved. This emotion spread to everyone else, turning their faith 

even more fanatical. 

Their Black Star God had passed down divine knowledge to them, which had historical significance for 

the entire race. This scene would forever be inscribed in the inheritance memory of the Black Spirit 

Race. 

While there were varied differences between the mechanical lives and the Black Spirit Race, they shared 

similarities in the fact that they had a hive mentality. One utilized a mind network, while the other 

accessed the quantum network, which could highly condense the productivity of their race. Thus, all 

races with such characteristics typically had unparalleled development potential. 

The Black Spirit Race was akin to the Bug Tribe. So long as they were placed on the right track, they 

would enter the fast lane of civilization development. As for the mechanical lives, they were even more 

overpowered, starting with a high technological level. All they lacked was land and population, which 

were easily expanded. Han Xiao had high hopes for these two races, so he had specifically placed them 

in different Star Systems, hoping to give them ample room for development. 

Speaking of which, if both of them developed, they could be treated as Calamities that could shake the 

balance of the world. If one added in the players that were supposed to be the fourth Calamity… 

Han Xiao himself occupied three of the four Calamities! 

In the past month, countless people were paying attention to the construction of the Flickering World by 

the Crimson Dynasty and its allies. This was the most eye-catching event in the Universe. 

Like the others, the Black Star Army also poured all its effort into development, investing a lot of 

manpower and resources within. 

Taking advantage of this time, the Limitless Financial Group finally started to manipulate the network of 

interests that the Black Star Army had within the Shattered Star Ring. 

 


